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CLASS
TUESDAY 26TH JULY 2016
Arab In Hand
Anglo and Part Bred Arab In Hand
Arab Ridden
Anglo and Part Bred Arab Ridden
British Rare Breeds In Hand
British Rare Breeds Ridden
Competition Pony In Hand
Competition Horse In Hand
Ex Race Horse
Horse of the Year Show Miniature Horse In Hand
Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Ridden
Hunter Breeding In Hand
Horse of the Year Show Ridden Hunters
Working & Weights
Small Hunter
Amateur Ridden Hunter
Iberian Ridden Parade
Irish Draught In Hand
Irish Draught Ridden
Light Trade
Side Saddle Costume Concours D’Elegance

WEDNESDAY 27TH JULY 2016
Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Working Hunter Pony
Jump
Flat
Mountain & Moorland In Hand
Connemara
Dales, Fell and Highland
Dartmoor
Exmoor
Standard Shetland Pony In Hand
Miniature Shetland Pony In Hand
Mountain & Moorland In Hand Supreme Championship
New Forest Pony In Hand
New Forest Youngstock
New Forest Mare & Stallion
New Forest Gelding
New Forest Pony Ridden
Best Shod New Forest Pony
Welsh Pony and Cob In Hand
Welsh Section A & B
Welsh Section C & D
Welsh Pony and Cob Ridden
Welsh Section A & B
Welsh Section C & D
Osborne Refrigerators Double Harness Scurry
Horse of the Year Show Private Driving
Concours D’Elegance
World Breeds In Hand
World Breeds Ridden

**THURSDAY 28TH JULY 2016**

Coloured Horse and Pony In Hand
- Native/Cob Traditional
- Non-Native

Horse of the Year Show Coloured Horse and Pony Ridden
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Maxi Cob
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Ridden Cob
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Intermediate Show Riding and Intermediate Show Hunter
- Performance
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Lead Rein and First Ridden
- Performance
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Lead Rein of Hunter Pony Type
- Performance
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Lead Rein and First Ridden
- Performance
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Ridden Hacks
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Riding Horse
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Ridden Show Hunter Pony
- Ride
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Children's Riding Pony
- Performance
- Conformation

Horse of the Year Show Ridden Part Bred Pony of the Year
- Performance
- Conformation

Hackney Horse and Pony
- Coaching, Multiple & Marathon and Horn Blowing Competition
- Supreme Harness Championship

Donkey Classes (TUESDAY)

Heavy Horse Classes (TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY)

Show Jumping Classes (TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY)
PROVISIONAL TIMETABLE

TUESDAY 26TH JULY 2016

RINGWOOD BREWERY WEST RING

Ring A
08.00  Competition Horse Breeding In Hand followed by Championship
       Hunter Breeding In Hand followed by Championship

Ring B
08.00  Competition Pony Breeding In Hand followed by Championship
       Arab In Hand followed by Championship
       Anglo and Part Bred Arab In Hand followed Championship

Ring C
11.00  Ex Race Horse Ridden
12.45  Inter Hunt Relay and Hound Parade
13.45  Course Building
14.15  Show Jumping
15.30  Course Building
16.00  Show Jumping
17.15  Course Building
17.45  Knightwood Challenge

HOBURNE EAST RING

08.00  Horse of the Year Show Working Hunter
09.15  Horse of the Year Show Ridden Hunter Weights
11.45  Ridden Hunter Championship
12.00  Heavy Horse Teams Turnouts
12.30  Light Trade Two Wheeled Vehicles
13.30  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride
14.00  Old Time Farming Parade and Tug of War
15.00  Grand Parade
15.30  Light Trade Four Wheeled Vehicles followed by Championship
16.30  Guinness Book of records Wellington Boot Throwing
17.30  Heavy Horse Musical Drive
18.00  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride

SHOW RING 1

08.00  Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Ridden
       Welsh Section A
       Welsh Section B
       Welsh Section C
       Welsh Section D
       Not before 2.00pm
       New Forest
       Connemara
       Fell, Dales & Highland
       Dartmoor, Exmoor and Shetland
       On conclusion of the final section the Championship to follow

SHOW RING 2

08.00  British Rare Breeds In Hand followed by Championship
12.00  Dog & Duck Display
12.45  Irish Draught In hand followed by Championship
14.00  Horse of the Year Show Miniature In Hand followed by Championship

NORTH RING

08.00  Amateur Ridden Hunter
09.30  Horse of the Year Show Ridden Heavy Horse
10.30  British Rare Breeds Ridden
11.15  Irish Draught Ridden followed by Championship
12.15  Donkey Driving
12.45  Horse of the Year Show Small Hunter
13.45  Side Saddle Concours D’Elegance
14.15  Arab Ridden followed by Championship followed by Anglo and Part Bred Arab Ridden followed by Championship
16.15  Course Building
16.30  Ex Race Horse Workers
WEDNESDAY 27TH JULY 2016

RINGWOOD BREWERY WEST RING

Ring A
08.00  New Forest Youngstock In Hand

Ring B
08.00  New Forest Geldings In Hand

Ring C
08.00  New Forest Mares & Stallions In Hand

On completion of the above sections the following will take place

New Forest Youngstock In Hand Championship
New Forest Bred In Hand Championship
New Forest In Hand Championship
Mountain & Moorland In Hand Supreme Championship

12.45  Inter Hunt Relay and Hound Parade
13.45  Horse of the Year Show Osborne Refrigerators Double Harness Scurry Small
14.15  Course Building
14.45  Show Jumping
15.45  Horse of the Year Show Osborne Refrigerators Double Harness Scurry Large
16.15  Course Building
16.45  Show Jumping
18.00  Horse of the Year Show Osborne Refrigerators Double Harness Scurry Championship

HOBURNE EAST RING

Ring A
08.00  Welsh Section A & B In Hand

Ring B
08.00  Dartmoor In Hand followed by Championship
09.15  Exmoor In Hand followed by Championship

Ring C
08.00  Dales, Fells and Highland followed by Championship
09.15  Connemara In Hand followed by Championship

Ring D
08.00  Standard Shetlands In Hand followed by Championship
08.00  Miniature Shetlands In Hand followed by Championship
10.15  Heavy Horse Pair Turnouts
10.45  Horse of the Year Show Private Driving followed by Championship
13.30  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride
14.00  Ladies Heavy Horse Cart Class
14.30  Driving Concours D’Elegance
15.00  Grand Parade
15.30  Old Time Farming Parade and Tug of War
16.30  Guinness Book of records Wellington Boot Throwing
17.30  Heavy Horse Musical Drive
18.00  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride

SHOW RING 1
08.00  Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Working Hunter followed by Championship
14.30  Welsh Ridden Section A & B followed by Welsh Section C & D followed by Championship

SHOW RING 2
14.00  Dog & Duck Display
14.30  World Breeds In Hand

NORTH RING
08.00  Welsh Section D & C In Hand
10.45  Welsh Section A, B, C, D In Hand Championship
11.15  Iberian Ridden Parade
12.00  World Breeds Ridden
13.00  New Forest Novice Ridden followed by New Forest Open Ridden (small, large, stallion) followed by Championship
THURSDAY 28TH JULY 2016

RINGWOOD BREWERY WEST RING
08.00  Hackney Novice Horse or Pony
08.30  Horse of the Year Show Riding Horse followed by Championship
10.15  Hackney Open Pony
10.45  Horse of the Year Show Ridden Cobs followed by Championship
13.00  Hackney Open Horse
13.30  Inter Hunt Relay and Hound Parade
14.30  Course Building
14.45  Show Jumping – Class to be confirmed
16.00  Course Building
16.15  Show Jumping – Class to be confirmed
17.30  Course Building
17.45  Pony Club Team Show Jumping

HOBURNE EAST RING
08.00  Horse of the Year Show Coloured Horse and Pony Ridden followed by Championship
11.30  Pre Judging Coaching, Multiples, Marathon and Horn Blowing Class
12.30  Heavy Horse Singles Turnout
13.00  Old Time Farming Parade and Tug of War
14.00  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride
14.30  Coaching, Multiples, Marathon and Horn Blowing Class
15.00  Grand Parade
15.30  Hackney Open Horse and Pony Championship
15.45  Heavy Horse Championship
16.00  Supreme Harness Championship
16.30  Guinness Book of Records Wellington Boot Throwing
17.30  Metropolitan Police Mounted Branch Activity Ride
18.00  Heavy Horse Musical Drive
18.30  Closing of the Show and Presentation of the Presidents Cup

SHOW RING 1
08.00  Horse of the Year Show Hunter Pony followed by Championship
11.00  Horse of the Year Show Children’s Riding Pony followed by Championship
13.45  Horse of the Year Show Leading Rein and First Ridden followed by Championship
15.30  Horse of the Year Show Leading Rein of Hunter Type
17.00  Horse of the Year Show Ridden Part Bred Pony of the Year

SHOW RING 2
09.00  Heavy Horses In Hand followed by Championship
11.30  Dog & Duck Display
12.00  Coloured Horse or Pony In Hand followed by Championship

NORTH RING
08.00  Horse of the Year Show Maxi Cobs
08.45  Horse of the Year Show Mountain & Moorland Leading Rein followed by First Ridden followed by Championship
11.30  Horse of the Year Show Ridden Hacks followed by Championship
13.30  Horse of the Year Show Side Saddle
15.00  Horse of the Year Show Intermediate Riding Type followed by Intermediate Hunter Type followed by Championship
INFORMATION

PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR:
All riders of horses, donkeys or ponies on the Showground or exercise areas must wear head protection (hard hat) that conforms to the following standard for head protection for equestrian activities PAS 015 (1998 or 2011) with BSI Kitemark, VG1 01.040 (2014-12) with BSI Kitemark, ASTM F1163 (2004a or 04a onwards) with SEI mark, SNELL E2001 with Official SNELL label and number, AS/NZS 3838 (2006 onwards) with SAI Global mark. Helmets must be worn with the chin straps correctly and securely fastened at all times whilst mounted. This applies to all ridden competitions, demonstrations and whilst exercising. Failure to do so could result in eviction from the site.

Groom’s Dress Code: Grooms/attendants appearing with animals in the judging rings must be of smart appearance and in proper dress code; hats are to be worn in the rings.

BLUE GATE OPENING TIMES:
- Monday 25th July 14.00hrs until 22.00hrs
- Tuesday 26th July 06.00hrs until 22.00hrs
- Wednesday 27th July 06.00hrs until 22.00hrs
- Thursday 28th July 06.00hrs until 22.00hrs
- Friday 29th July All exhibitors must vacate the site by 12.00hrs

TICKETS:
All exhibitors entering the site are required to be in the possession of tickets which are enclosed in your pack with your number(s) and car passes. If you wish to purchase extra tickets you may do so pre show or on the gate.

CLASS TYPE ONE DAY ADMISSION TICKET ALLOCATION
- In Hand Class Two tickets for the first horse, one for every horse thereafter
- Ridden Class Three tickets for the first horse, one for every horse thereafter

PASS(ES):
Please note that you will be issued with a Lorry Box Pass(es) for the day(s) on which you are competing on (TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY), this pass will allow you into the day Lorry Box car park. If for any reason you are bringing an additional car you will be asked to park this in the public car park due to the lack of room in the Lorry Box Park. The Lorry Box Pass is only valid for the vehicle transporting Horses and Donkeys.

CARAVAN PASS:
A caravan pass can only be purchased by those exhibitors entering in one of the following classes Light Trade, HOYS Private Driving, Driven Concours D’Elegance, Coaching and Multiples and this is limited to only one caravan pass per exhibitor.

STABLES:
The Stable Passes will be issued to those exhibitors who have booked stabling. Please note the stables will be available from:
- Monday 25th July 14.00hrs
- Wednesday 27th July 18.00hrs
- Friday 29th July All stables must be vacated by 12.00hrs

All stables must be vacated by 17.30hrs for those stabling for one night only. The stables are provided with straw for bedding, however should you wish to purchase shavings you may do so at the Stable Manager’s Office. There are toilets and showers available in the Lorry Box Park for all those staying on site.

CATERING:
Please note the following facilities on site are available for food and drink:
- The Black Boar Bar 10.00hrs until 20.00hrs on Tuesday & Wednesday
- 10.00hrs until 18.00hrs on Thursday
- Stockman’s Café 06.30hrs until 21.00hrs for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner on Tuesday, Wednesday and open for Breakfast & Lunch on Thursday

Food Outlets – There are also many mobile food outlets situated around the site.

OTHER:
During Show opening hours there will be Vets, Doctors and a Farrier on site during the Show and these may be contacted through the Stable Manager’s Office.
TUESDAY 26TH JULY

ARAB IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
These classes are run in accordance with the Show Rules and Regulations of the Arab Horse Society. All entries must be registered in the appropriate Stud Book/Register of the Arab Horse Society.

Part Bred Arab horses or ponies must have a minimum of 12.5% of Arab blood. Anglo Arabs carry the blood of Arab and Thoroughbred only and in any proportion.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
BRITISH ARABIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - This is a qualifying show for the British Arabian Championships to be held on 10th September 2016 at Kings Equestrian Centre, www.kingsequestrian.co.uk. All details and Qualifying Cards from Mrs Jayne Armstrong, 6 Watkin Avenue, Hadfield, Glossop, Derbyshire, SK13 1QD, Tel: 07971 864398. Please send a SAE, cards are £15 each. Please state horse’s name, age and section when applying for a card. Cheques payable to The Arab Horse Society.

The British Arabian Championship has classes for both In Hand and Ridden Purebred and Part Bred Arabians. Schedules available from www.ahssshowsandevents.com

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGES:

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H1 PURE ARAB - Filly, colt or gelding, yearling, two or three year olds, any height.

H2 PURE ARAB - Mare, stallion or gelding, four years old and over, any height.

PURE ARAB CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from first and second prize winners in classes H1 and H2.

ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
These classes are run in accordance with the Show Rules and Regulations of the Arab Horse Society. All entries must be registered in the appropriate Stud Book/Register of the Arab Horse Society.

Part Bred Arab horses or ponies must have a minimum of 12.5% of Arab blood. Anglo Arabs carry the blood of Arab and Thoroughbred only and in any proportion.

QUALIFIERS/SPECIAL ROSETTES:
UK Anglo and Part Bred In Hand Championship: This is a qualifying Show for the UK AA/PB In Hand Championship 2016. The Final will be held at the UK AA/PB In Hand Championship Show to be held at The Three Counties Showground, Malvern on Saturday 30th July 2016. (Shows after 1st July 2016 will be qualifiers for the 2017 Championship to be held at the National Arab Show 2017). Entries for 2016 may have to be made before qualification has been gained.
All details and qualifying cards at £10 each (payable to the North Wessex AHG) are available from Felicity Harper, Hollywood Villa, Compton Greenfield, Bristol, BS35 5RU. SAE please and contact phone number.

BRITISH ARABIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - This is a qualifying show for the British ARABIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - This is a qualifying show for the British Arabian Championships to be held on 10th September 2016 at Kings Equestrian Centre, www.kingsequestrian.co.uk. All details and Qualifying Cards from Mrs Jayne Armstrong, 6 Watkin Avenue, Hadfield, Glossop, Derbyshire, SK13 1QD, Tel: 07971 864398. Please send a SAE, cards are £15 each. Please state horse's name, age and section when applying for a card. Cheques payable to The Arab Horse Society.

BETTY HALL CUP (Perpetual) (193) awarded to the winner of the In Hand Part Bred & Arab Champion.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGES:

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H3 ARAB, ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB - Filly, colt or gelding, yearling, two or three year olds, any height.

H4 ARAB, ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB - Mare, stallion or gelding, four years old and over, any height.

ARAB, ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H3 and H4.

ARAB RIDDEN

REGULATIONS:
These classes are run in accordance with the Show Rules and Regulations of the Arab Horse Society. All entries must be registered in the appropriate Stud Book/Register of the Arab Horse Society.

Part Bred Arab horses or ponies must have a minimum of 12.5% of Arab blood. Anglo Arabs carry the blood of Arab and Thoroughbred only and in any proportion.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
BRITISH ARABIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - This is a qualifying show for the British Arabian Championships to be held on 10th September 2016 at Kings Equestrian Centre, www.kingsequestrian.co.uk. All details and Qualifying Cards from Mrs Jayne Armstrong, 6 Watkin Avenue, Hadfield, Glossop, Derbyshire, SK13 1QD, Tel: 07971 864398. Please send a SAE, cards are £15 each. Please state horse’s name, age and section when applying for a card. Cheques payable to The Arab Horse Society.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.
JUDGES: Miss M Pook, West Sussex (Ride)  
(Confirmation)  

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each  

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00  

H5 RIDDEN ARAB - Mare or Gelding, four years old or over.  

H6 RIDDEN ARAB - Stallion four years old or over.  

RIDDEN ARAB CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H5 and H6.  

ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB RIDDEN  

REGULATIONS:  
These classes are run in accordance with the Show Rules and Regulations of the Arab Horse Society. All entries must be registered in the appropriate Stud Book/Register of the Arab Horse Society.  

Part Bred Arab horses or ponies must have a minimum of 12.5% of Arab blood. Anglo Arabs carry the blood of Arab and Thoroughbred only and in any proportion.  

SPECIAL ROSETTES:  
BRITISH ARABIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - This is a qualifying show for the British Arabian Championships to be held on 10th September 2016 at Kings Equestrian Centre, www.kingsequestrian.co.uk. All details and Qualifying Cards from Mrs Jayne Armstrong, 6 Watkin Avenue, Hadfield, Glossop, Derbyshire, SK13 1QD, Tel: 07971 864398. Please send a SAE, cards are £15 each. Please state horse's name, age and section when applying for a card. Cheques payable to The Arab Horse Society. The British Arabian Championship has classes for both In Hand and Ridden Purebred and Part Bred Arabians. Schedules available from www.ahsshowsandevents.com  

CHERIF CHAMPIONSHIP - This is a qualifying show for the CHERIF CHAMPIONSHIP 2015. The final will be held at the Cherif Championship Show, Addington Manor Equestrian Centre, Addington, Bucks. on Wednesday 14th September 2016. All details and qualifying cards at £25.00 each (payable to Cherif Championship) from: Miss L. Temple, 67 High Street, Codford, Wiltshire. BA12 0JX, Tel: 01985 850784: Please state the name and accurate height of horse/pony. SAE please and contact phone number.  

148cms & Under - To qualify: One Pink Card (up to 138cms) and one Blue Card (over 138-148cms). Will not be ridden by the judge at qualifying shows, but will be ridden by a lightweight adult at the Cherif Championship final. Two entries may qualify. The highest placed entries within the first four in the class, who have not already qualified, will qualify.  

Over 148cms - To qualify: One White Card and one Green Card. Will be ridden by the judge. Two may qualify. The highest placed entries within the first four in the class at (a) up to and including 153cms and (b) over 153cms will qualify. No entry placed lower than fourth can qualify, even if only one height section is covered by the top four in the class.  

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.  

JUDGE: Miss M Pook, West Sussex (Ride)  
(Confirmation)  

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each  

PRIZES: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
H7 RIDDEN ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB - Over 148cms. Registered Anglo or Part Bred Arab stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

H8 RIDDEN ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB - 148cms and under. Registered Anglo or Part Bred stallion, mare or gelding. Four years old and over. Ponies of 148cms and under will not be ridden by the judge at any Cherif Championship qualifying show, but will give an individual show. These ponies will be ridden by a lightweight adult at the final.

RIDDEN ANGLO AND PART BRED ARAB CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H7 and H8.

BRITISH RARE BREEDS IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
This class is only open to British Rare Breeds - Open to Rare Breeds Survival Trust watchlist 1 - 4.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Miss H E Duffield, Hampshire

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H9 BRITISH RARE BREEDS - Filly, colt or gelding, yearling, two or three year olds, any height.

H10 BRITISH RARE BREEDS - Mare, stallion or gelding, four years old and over, any height.

BRITISH RARE BREEDS CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H9 and H10.

BRITISH RARE BREEDS RIDDEN

REGULATIONS:
This class is only open to British Rare Breeds - Open to Rare Breeds Survival Trust watchlist 1 - 4.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Miss H E Duffield, Hampshire

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H11 BRITISH RARE BREEDS RIDDEN - Four years old and over, open to any height.
COMPETITION PONY IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
Handlers of stallions or colts must have attained their 14th birthday before the 1st January 2016.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Miss P Rennie, Scotland

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H12 IN HAND COMPETITION PONY - One, two and three year olds, colt, filly or gelding, not exceeding 158cms.

H13 IN HAND COMPETITION PONY - Four years old and over, stallion, mare or gelding, not exceeding 158cms.

IN HAND COMPETITION PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H12 and H13.

COMPETITION HORSE IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
Open to Sport Horses or Horses Registered on SHBC (GB) BASIC ID Register.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Mr A Perkins, Wiltshire

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS member £23 each
(Class H15 only: £6 each; NFASS member £4 each)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
(Class H15 only: 1st £10; 2nd £8; 3rd £6)

H14 COMPETITION HORSE BROOD MARE - Open to any four year old or over, with foal at foot.

H15 POTENTIAL COMPETITION HORSE FOAL - Out of a mare shown in the above class, but judged separately. Foal must be at least three weeks old on the day of the show.

H16 THREE YEAR OLD POTENTIAL COMPETITION HORSE - Open to any colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2013.
H17 TWO YEAR OLD POTENTIAL COMPETITION HORSE - Open to any colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2014.

H18 YEARLING POTENTIAL COMPETITION HORSE- Open to any colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2015.

COMPETITION HORSE BREEDING CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H14, H16 to H18.

EX RACE HORSE

REGULATIONS:
A Competition for Ex Racehorses, Mare or Gelding aged four years old or over, whom from September 2007 must be registered with the RoR.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES: H19 is a qualifier for the Retrained Racehorse Challenge Final. H20 is a qualifier for the Hickstead Derby Meeting 2017, the first and second placed horses will qualify and this will pass on to the 3rd and 4th if the first two have already qualified. Exhibitors who qualify must apply to Hickstead for a schedule. Send SAE envelope to Derby Showing Schedule, All England Jumping Course, Hickstead, West Sussex, RH17 5NU or to download it visit www.hickstead.co.uk.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Miss R Adlam, Gwent (Ride)
Mrs A S Hooley, Herefordshire (Conformation)

COURSE DESIGNER: Mr D Norlander

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H19 THE RoR/TBA (THOROUGHBRED BREEDERS ASSOCIATION) RETRAINED RACEHORSE CHALLENGE 2016 - Mare or gelding 4 years old or over and of any height. Riders must be 15 years old or over on 1st January. Horses to be ridden in any suitable bridle and should be plaited. The first three qualify for the final at Royal Windsor Show 2017. All entries must be registered with RoR and HAVE raced in GB. Horses will NOT be ridden by the judge. Competitors must wear a safety/kite mark hard hat with a chinstrap. All those entering horses and/or participating in the show agree to be bound by the Retraining of Racehorses Rules and Regulations from time to time in force'. Racing injuries and blemishes ARE IGNORED in this series. The class to be judged 50% jumping, 20% style while jumping and performance, 30% awarded for individual show, manners and suitability to be retrained.

PHASE 1
Jumping to be judged:
Eight rustic jumps (2'6" to 3 foot with a maximum spread of 85 centimetres)
The following points to be deducted at the end of each jumping round:
10 points to be deducted for a knock down
15 points to be deducted for a refusal
20 points for second refusal
Elimination for third refusal or fall

PHASE 2
Class returns without boots and judged for an individual show/conformation. (In some classes, at the judge’s discretion, horses might be asked to do a ‘show’ following their jumping without leaving the ring. This is
often the case with a large number in the class). Each horse to complete an individual show of no longer than 1 and half minutes. Show to include the following movements:

Walk, trot, canter showing change of leg, extended canter (gallop), halt and stand, walk off on long rein

Total marks out of 30% for show, manners and suitability to be retrained.

Fences for the final at Royal Windsor can be up to maximum of 3’6”.


H20   EX RACE HORSE RIDDEN - The RoR Tattersalls Thoroughbred Ridden Show Series Qualifier 2017 - Thoroughbred mare or gelding, four years old or over; any height. Riders must be 15 years or over on 1st January. Horses should be ridden in a snaffle, pelham or simple double bridle. Horses should be plaited. The first three go forward to the championship at the Hickstead Derby Meeting in June 2017. All entries MUST be registered with the RoR and include their registration number on entry form and have RACEd in GB. All those entering horses and/or participating in the Show agree to be bound by the Retraining of Racehorse Rules and Regulations from time to time in force. Please be aware that the show will split the class on the horse’s last run in a race (NH or Flat) or will provide 2 ride judges should entries exceed 20. Please mark your entry form accordingly. Competitors must wear a safety/kite mark hard hat with a chinstrap. Racing injuries and blemishes will NOT be ignored in this series.


MINIATURE HORSES

REGULATIONS:
These classes are affiliated to the British Miniature Horse Society (BMHS), all classes will be run under its Rules. However Horse of the Year Show Rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk. Only registered horses owned by a Member of BMHS may enter. Owners, handlers and exhibitors must be current members of the British Miniature Horse Society, Stretcholt Farm, Stretch Holt, Nr. Bridgewater, Somerset TA6 4SR Tel: 01278 685943, and have paid the appropriate BMHS 2016 Showing Levy. Horses to report for measuring half an hour prior to classes unless a current measuring card issued in 2016 is held. (In the Ringwood Brewery West Ring Collecting Ring).

SPECIAL ROSETTES and QUALIFIERS:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th to 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. Classes H21 to H23 are Qualifiers for the Horse of the Year Show 2016. The first prize winner not already qualified to third place only from classes H21 to H23 will qualify for Horse of the Year Show 2016.

The Champion qualifies for the Supreme Champion of Champions class at the BMHS International Breed Show in September 2016.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

ENTRY FEE: £42 each: NFASS members £37 each
(Entry fee includes £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00
H21 **HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW MINIATURE STALLION** - 3 years old and over. Licensed registered stallions.  
4 year olds not to exceed 87cms  
3 year olds not to exceed 86cms

H22 **HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW MINIATURE MARE AND GELDING** - 3 years old and over.  
Registered mares and geldings.  
4 year olds not to exceed 87cms  
3 year olds not to exceed 86cms

H23 **HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW MINIATURE YOUNGSTOCK** - Youngstock 1 and 2 year olds.  
Registered colts, fillies and geldings.  
2 year olds not to exceed 84cms  
Yearlings not to exceed 82cms

**MINIATURE HORSE CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H21 to H23.

**MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND RIDDEN**

The Mountain and Moorland Ridden Pony classes are conducted in accordance with and under the rules of Horse of the Year Show, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

This competition is open to stallions, mares and geldings, four years old and over, and complying with showing requirements of, the main body of their respective stud books. Riders and Owners must be members of their respective Breed Society, NPS, Ponies (UK), The Showing Register or BSPS. Ponies must not exceed the height limits as stipulated by the relevant Breed Societies. Riders of stallions must have obtained their 12th birthday (small breeds) or 14th birthday (large breeds) before 1st January in the current year.

Marks to be awarded Show/Freedom of action - maximum 50 and breed type/conformation maximum 50. In the event of equality, the pony with the highest show/freedom of Action mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES, QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:**

**HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW** - NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND RIDDEN PONY OF THE YEAR - The winner of each class will qualify to go forward to the final to be held at Horse of the Year Show, 5th to 9th October 2016 at the N.E.C Birmingham. If the winner has previously qualified, the pony placed next in line, which has not already qualified will be deemed the qualifier. Qualification may pass no lower than third place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the year Show office.

**THE VINCENT CUP (Perpetual) (157)** donated by Mr James Vincent to the winner of the Ridden Mountain and Moorland championship.

The following Societies award a special rosette to the highest placed registered pony of their breed, provided the exhibitor is a member of that society: (except where stated)

DALES PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)  
DARTMOOR PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)  
EXMOOR PONY SOCIETY  
THE CONNEMARA PONY SOCIETY (Must be a Member)  
FELL PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)  
NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING & CATTLE SOCIETY (Membership not required)  
NEW FOREST PONY ENTHUSIASTS RIDING CLUB  
NEW FOREST PONY PUBLICITY GROUP  
SHETLAND PONY STUD-BOOK SOCIETY  
THE HIGHLAND PONY SOCIETY (Membership not required)
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:**
Mr E MacKenchie, Scotland (Performance)
Mrs L Ahmet, Kent (Conformation)

**ENTRY FEES:**
£42.00 each; NFASS Members: £37.00
(Entry fee includes £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

**PRIZE MONEY:**
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

**H24** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Welsh Section A. Ponies four years old or over. Rider any age.

**H25** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Welsh Section B. Ponies four years old or over. Rider any age.

**H26** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Welsh Section C. Ponies four years old or over. Rider any age.

**H27** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Welsh Section D. Ponies four years old or over. Rider any age.

**H28** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - New Forest. Ponies four years old and over. Riders any age.

**H29** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Connemara. Ponies four years old and over. Riders any age.

**H30** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Dales, Fell, and Highland. Ponies four years old and over. Riders any age.

**H31** HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW NPS/BAILEYS HORSE FEEDS MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND RIDDEN - Dartmoor, Exmoor and Shetland. Ponies four years old or over. Riders any age.

RIDDEN MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H24 to H31.

**HUNTER BREEDING IN HAND**

**REGULATIONS:**
The Hunter Breeding classes are held under the 2016 Rules and Jurisdiction of Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain.

Only mares with own foal at foot will be eligible to compete in class H35.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES and TROPHIES:**
**NOVEMCENTENIAL CUP (Perpetual) (99)** donated by Mr W F Brooks to the winner of the Hunter Breeding Championship.

**CURTIS SILVER CUP (Perpetual) (98)** donated by Major & Mrs P P Curtis for the highest placed entry in the Brood Mare class H35 owned by a local exhibitor.
THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse in each of the following classes H32 to H36. To be eligible, exhibits must be registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Mr A Wareham, Dorset

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each
(Class H36 only: £6 each; NFASS Members £4 each)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
(Class H36 only: 1st £10; 2nd £8; 3rd £6)

H32 HUNTER THREE YEAR OLD - Colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2013.

H33 HUNTER TWO YEAR OLD - Colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2014.

H34 HUNTER YEARLING - Colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2015.

H35 HUNTER BROOD MARE - To be eligible for Hunter Brood Mare classes mares must have foal at foot or a relevant certificate of pregnancy which may be inspected at the Show. Mares which havenot foaled or that have lost their foals are eligible to enter with a relevant certificate of pregnancy that may be inspected at the Show.

H36 HUNTER FOAL - Judged separately. Foals must be at least three weeks old on the day of the Show.

HUNTER BREEDING CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H32 to H36.

RIDDEN HUNTERS

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. Horses must be registered with the Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be Association Members. Riders must be 15 be years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form.

Horses competing in the Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain classes at their affiliated Shows cannot compete in Hack, Cobs and Riding Horse classes at the same show, on the same day and vice versa. This does not apply to SHB (GB) Ridden Sport Horse classes.

SPECIAL ROSETTES, QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. In the Lightweight, Middleweight, Heavyweight, Working Hunter and Small Hunter. Classes H37 - H41 are qualifiers for Horse of the Year Show. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then third will go forward. No horse lower than third place will qualify.

THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE - The highest placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following classes H37 and H41 that is registered or eligible for registration on the Irish Draught or Irish draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven
Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. **NB: A Horse may only qualify for the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered.** Each Qualifier will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. **Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final.** In the Final, the Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.

**THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB)** awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse, in each of the following classes H37 to H41. To be eligible, exhibits must be registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

**HUNTERS LAND ROVER (SOUTHAMPTON) TROPHY (Perpetual) (106)** donated by Messrs Hunters Land Rover, Southampton for the Ridden Hunter Champion.

**NEW FOREST HUNT CLUB CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (101)** to the highest placed local exhibitor in class H37.

**MRS VEAL CUP (Perpetual) (102)** donated by Mrs W Veal to the winner of class H38.

**VEAL COACH HORN (Perpetual) (103)** donated by Mr K Veal to the winner of class H39.

**IRONSHILL CUP (Perpetual) (104)** donated by Mr O T Price, for the highest placed animal owned by a local exhibitor in class H40.

**THE TRUMPET MAJOR A E CLOSE MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (209)** donated by Mr & Mrs A M Close for the winner of class H40.

**THE FORWOOD BOWL (Perpetual) (105)** donated by Lt Col Sir Dudley Forwood & Lady Forwood to the winner of class H41.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGES:**
- Mr J Trice-Rolph, Gloucestershire (Ride of Weight & Working Hunter)
- Mrs L Brudenell, Yorkshire (Conformation of Weight & Working Hunter)
- Miss L Whitehall, Buckinghamshire (Ride of Small Hunter)
- Mrs J Jefferson, Yorkshire (Conformation of Small Hunter)

**COURSE DESIGNER:**
- Mr D Norlander

**ENTRY FEES:**
- £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
- (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

**PRIZE MONEY:**
- 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

**H37**
- **HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW TOPSPEC LIGHTWEIGHT SHOW HUNTER** - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cms. Capable of carrying up to 12 stone 7lbs.
H38 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW TOPSPEC MIDDLEWEIGHT SHOW HUNTER - Mare or gelding, four years old or over exceeding 148cms. Capable of carrying 12 stone 7lbs and not exceeding 14 stone.

H39 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW TOPSPEC HEAVYWEIGHT SHOW HUNTER - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cms. Capable of carrying over 14 stone.

H40 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW CUDDY WORKING HUNTER - Mare, gelding or stallion (competing stallions must have a red, white & blue ribbon displayed in their tail) four years old or over, exceeding 148cm (14.2hh), to be judged in accordance with the rules herein set out. Any horse which has qualified as a Grade A Show Jumper or Advanced Event Horse as at 1st January in the current year is not eligible to compete in Working Hunter Classes. Owners, exhibitors and riders must be members of the British Show Horse Association (BSHA), Qualification will not pass below 3rd place, with the exception of the National Hunter Show. Fences will not exceed 1.14m (3ft 9ins) in height, there should be a minimum of 8 fences and a maximum of 12 fences. The course must contain a combination and should contain a water tray. This class will be judged in two parts. Part One (jumping) will be judged first, without a jump-off. All clear rounds and any other horses the judges may require will go forward to the next part. A rider can ride up to two horses in the jumping phase but then must select only one horse to take forward into the ride and conformation section if so required (no change of rider is allowed).

PHASE 1
(60 Marks) A: Jumping Points 40 Marks, B: Style While Jumping 20 Marks

PHASE 2
(40 Marks) C: Conformation 20 Marks, D: Ride 20 Marks

PENALTIES:
Jumping knockdown: 10 Faults, First Refusal: 15 Faults, Second Refusal: 20 Faults, Third Refusal: Elimination, Fall of Horse or Rider: Elimination, Landing with Fore Feet in water: 10 Faults.

H41 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW SMALL SHOW HUNTER - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cm but not exceeding 158cm. Entries in this class may not compete in classes, H37, H38 & H39 and vice versa.

RIDDEN HUNTER CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H37 to H40.

Ridden Hunter Championship to take place in Hoburne East Ring at 11.45hrs.

AMATEUR RIDDEN HUNTER

REGULATIONS:
This class is not affiliated to the Sports Horse Breeding of Great Britain under which the Ridden Hunter classes H37 - H41 are held. A person is an amateur for showing purposes, when showing ridden hunters in an amateur class, if he or she does not: engage in livery, buying, selling, dealing or hiring horses as a means of deriving a main source of income. Since 1st January 2009, accept remuneration whether it be monetary or goods in kind for employment in connection with horses in a racing, showing or livery stable or riding school (instruction at Pony Club and Riding Club excepted). Since 1st January 2009, show a horse owned or sponsored by a company or commercial firm, or a horse which his or her immediate family accepts livery or training charges from a person outside the immediate concern. Since 1st January 2009, show a horse which a professional rider has qualified in the weight or small ridden hunter class for either Horse of the Year Show or Royal International Horse Show during the current year, unless the horse has subsequently been re-registered under new ownership, show a horse which has been exhibited by a professional rider at the same show with the exception of Working
Hunter and Ladies classes, professional show persons must not enter the Amateur Ring whilst the classes are in progress. A professional rider must not ride or exercise an amateurs horse on the day it is competing in amateur classes.

SPECIAL ROSETTES and TROPHIES:
THE ANNE MILLAR TROPHY (Perpetual) presented by the New Forest & Hampshire County Show Society.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Miss L Whitehall, Buckinghamshire (Ride)
Mrs J Jefferson, Yorkshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H42 AMATEUR RIDDEN HUNTER - Mare or gelding, 4 years old or over. To be owned and ridden by an amateur.

IRISH DRAUGHT IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
These classes are affiliated to the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) and only horses registered with or overstamped by the IDHS (GB) and in the correct ownership are eligible for entry. All breeding and in hand exhibits must be either already Graded® or eligible for Class 1 on the Irish Draught Breed Register OR registered on the Irish Draught Sport Horse Register. Registration numbers must be stated on the entry form and entries will be sent to the IDHS (GB) prior to the show to confirm eligibility.

A Graded mare or filly is one that has been inspected or overstamped by the IDHS (GB) and passed into one of the following categories: ID Class 1, ID Class 2, RID, AID, or the Supplementary Grade Up Register.

In the interest of safety, all 1, 2 and 3 year old COLTS must be bitted and shown by an experienced handler of 18 years of age or over.

SPECIAL ROSETTES and QUALIFIERS:
THE MOORBENNHAL IRISH DRAUGHT Youngstock Challenge - The two highest placed PURE BREDS from each age group in class H44 - yearling, two year old and three year old (filly, colt or gelding) eligible for Class 1 of the Irish Draught Breed Register by an RID (GB), ID Class 1 or Class 2 sire out of a Graded® dam and also two and three year old fillies already Graded® or, if one or both have already qualified, the horse next in line in each age group will qualify to go forward to the Final which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln, LN2 2NA. Each qualifier will receive a card. Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final. In the Final, there will be three preliminary classes with the two highest placed semi-finalists from each class going forward to the Championship where the Champion will receive £500 and the Reserve Champion £150.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Mrs H Chaplin, Somerset

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
H44  **IRISH DRAUGHT YOUNGSTOCK** - Yearling, two & three year old filly, colt or gelding by an RID (GB), ID Class 1 or ID Class 2 sire out of a Graded* dam, or filly already Graded*. Also, yearling, two & three year filly, colt or gelding registered on the Grade 1 or Grade 2 Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. (NB: three year old colts must be un-inspected.)
(If sufficient entries this class will be split into Pure Bred & ID Sport Horse)

H45  **IRISH DRAUGHT PURE BRED** - Four years old and over, Graded* mare (ID Class 1, ID Class 2, RID, AID or on the Supplementary Grade Up Register), or gelding registered on the main studbook.

H46  **IRISH DRAUGHT SPORT HORSE** - Four years old and over, mare or gelding, registered on the Grade 1 or Grade 2 Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers, or mare or gelding (SID).

**IRISH DRAUGHT CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H44 to H46.

**IRISH DRAUGHT RIDDEN**

**REGULATIONS:**
These classes are affiliated to the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) and only horses registered with or overstamped by the IDHS (GB) and in the correct ownership are eligible for entry. Registration numbers must be stated on the entry form and entries will be sent to the IDHS (GB) prior to the show to confirm eligibility.

All competing STALLIONS in classes H47 and H48 must be inspected or overstamped by the IDHS (GB) and classified as RID (GB), ID Class 1 or ID Class 2 OR registered Irish Draught Sport Horse Stallion and must display a red, white and blue ribbon in their tails.

In the interest of safety, all riders of STALLIONS in class H47 and H48 must be 18 years of age or over.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES and QUALIFIERS:**

**THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE** - The highest placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following classes H47 and H48 that is registered or eligible for registration on the Irish Draught or Irish Draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. **NB:A Horse may only qualify for the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered.** Each Qualifier will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. **Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final.** In the Final, the Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:**
(Ride)
Mrs H Chaplin, Somerset (Conformation)

**ENTRY FEES:**
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**
1st £27.00; 2nd £20.00; 3rd £17.00; 4th £14.00 and 5th £14.00

H47  **RIDDEN IRISH DRAUGHT PURE BRED** - four years old over, stallion (see above) mare or gelding registered on the Irish Draught Breed Registers (main studbook).
**LIGHT TRADE**

**REGULATIONS:**
These classes H49 and H50 are held under the auspices of the British Driving Society.

For safety reasons the whip must not leave their vehicle.

Horse(s) or pony(ies) four years old or over, to be shown in a trade vehicle. No goods to be carried or displayed unless a coster turnout when a sample load may be carried. Empty container may be permitted.

Will exhibitors please ensure the following information is given on the entry form:
(a) Name and breed of ponies/horses (b) Description of vehicle and (c) Name of driver

**SPECIAL ROSETTES, QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:**
Class Number H49 & H50 is a qualifier for the 2016 Osborne Refrigerators BDS National Championships at Addington on 24 September. The highest placed turnout owned and driven by a member of the British Driving Society and eligible for the following Type-Section/s disregarding those already qualified down to 6th place (10th place for type-sections (n)-(q) in the class will qualify for the 2016 Semi-Finals at Driving Addington. The Championship will immediately follow the Semi-Finals.

**THE JAMES EDGAR TROPHY (Perpetual) (154)** presented by the late Mr James Edgar for the winner of the class H49.

**THE PARKHOUSE & WYATT TROPHY (Perpetual) (155)** for the winner of class H50.

**THE FLEXI-PAK TROPHY (Perpetual) (153)** for the highest placed local exhibitor (owner and driver to be local).

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:** Mr G Marks, Cambridgeshire

**ENTRY FEES:** £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:** 1st £37.00, 2nd £27.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £12.00, 6th £12.00

**H49** LIGHT TRADE TURNOUT - SINGLES - TWO WHEELED VEHICLES - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

**H50** LIGHT TRADE TURNOUT - SINGLES or PAIRS - FOUR WHEELED VEHICLES - Stallions, mares or geldings, four years old or over.

**LIGHT TRADE CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H49 and H50.

The Light Trade Champion will qualify to go forward to THE SUPREME HARNESS CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged on Thursday 28th July.
SIDE SADDLE COSTUME CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE

REGULATIONS
The sole criteria for this class is the elegance of the picture presented by horse/pony and rider and the way of going of the horse/pony. Safe tack must be used. Detailed inspection of the riders period costume is not required. Fancy dress is not permitted. Competitors are required to walk, trot and canter. No individual show is required, but the judge may ask small groups of riders to give a short display.

Competitors should produce a brief written resume of their costume. This is to be sent with their entry.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
A special rosette will be presented to the highest placed adult and junior member of the Side Saddle Association (SSA).

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Countess of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, Berkshire

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H51 SIDE SADDLE COSTUME CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE - Any height and any age.
IBERIAN RIDDEN PARADE

REGULATIONS:
This class is open to pure or part bred Spanish or Lusitano’s to be ridden as in a Parade to music. Horses can be ridden in English or Correct Traditional Tack and Costume.

Please note hardhats with chinstraps to be worn at all times.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Ms L Lawrance, Spain

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY

REGULATIONS:
The Mountain and Moorland Working Hunter Pony classes are conducted in accordance with and under the rules of Horse of the Year Show, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

This competition is open to stallions, mares and geldings, four years old and over, and complying with showing requirements of the main body of their respective stud books. Riders and Owners must be members of their respective Breed Society, NPS, Ponies (UK), The Showing Register or BSPS, Ponies must not exceed the height limits as stipulated by the relevant Breed Societies. Riders of stallions must have obtained their 12th birthday (small breeds) or 14th birthday (large breeds) before 1st January in the current year.

Marks to be awarded Show/Freedom of action - Phase I (70 Marks) A: Jumping Points 50 Marks, B: Style While Jumping 20 Marks, Phase II (30 Marks) C: Breed Type & Conformation 20 Marks, D: Individual Show and Manners 10 Marks.

In the event of equality, the TOTAL MARK from Phase I will take precedence, followed by the Individual Show and Manners Mark, and then the Breed Type and Conformation Mark.

SPECIAL ROSETTES, QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY OF THE YEAR - The winner of each class will qualify to go forward to the final to be held at Horse of the Year Show, 5th to 9th October 2016 at the N.E.C Birmingham. If the winner has previously qualified, the pony placed next in line, which has not already qualified will be deemed the qualifier. Qualification may pass no lower than third place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

THE HEDDELL & DEEKS ISUZU TROPHY (Perpetual) (118) donated by Messrs Heddell & Deeks for the Mountain and Moorland Working Hunter Pony Champion.

The following Societies offer a special rosette to the highest placed registered pony of their Breed, provided the exhibitor is a member of that Society: (except where stated)
DARTMOOR PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
DALES PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
THE CONNEMARA PONY SOCIETY (Must be a Member)
EXMOOR PONY SOCIETY
FELL PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
HIGHLAND PONY SOCIETY (Membership not required)
NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING & CATTLE SOCIETY (Membership not required)
NEW FOREST PONY ENTHUSIASTS RIDING CLUB
NEW FOREST PONY PUBLICITY GROUP
SHETLAND PONY STUD-BOOK SOCIETY

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Mrs J Woods, Suffolk (Jump)
Mr R James, Staffordshire (Flat)

COURSE DESIGNER: Mr D Norlander

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H52 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW 122CM MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY - Not exceeding 122cm.

H53 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW 133CM MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY - Exceeding 122cm but not exceeding 133cm.

H54 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW 143CM MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY - Exceeding 133cm but not exceeding 143cm.

H55 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW EXC 143CM MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY - Exceeding 143cm.

MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND WORKING HUNTER PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H52 to H55.

MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND PONY IN HAND

The ring will be divided and the Exmoor classes will follow the Dartmoor and the Connemara classes will follow the Dales, Fell and Highland classes.

REGULATIONS:
Ponies must be registered with the main body of their respective Stud Books and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

These classes are run under the rules of the Dartmoor Pony Society, Exmoor Pony Society, British Connemara Pony Society, Dales Pony Society, Fell Pony Society and the Highland Pony Society.

SPECIAL ROSETTES and TROPHIES:
THE TIGH-GLAS GLEN BARRY TROPHY (Perpetual) presented by Teresa Redon for the best Highland gelding in classes H58 and H59.

THE DARTMOOR PONY SOCIETY (current membership card to be produced in the ring) awards a rosette to the Champion Dartmoor pony.

THE EXMOOR PONY SOCIETY awards a rosette to the Champion Exmoor pony.
THE CONNEMARA PONY SOCIETY (Must be a Member) awards a rosette to the best registered Connemara pony.

THE DALES PONY SOCIETY awards a rosette to the best-registered Dales pony shown by an exhibitor who produces a current membership card in the ring.

THE FELL PONY SOCIETY awards a rosette to the highest placed Fell pony shown by an exhibitor who produces a current membership card in the ring.

THE HIGHLAND PONY SOCIETY awards a rosette to the highest placed Highland pony.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Mrs E A Nicholls, Gloucestershire (Connemara)  
Mrs B Halls, Suffolk (Dales, Fell & Highland)  
Mrs E Locke, Devon (Dartmoor)  
Mrs G Langdon, Somerset (Exmoor)

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

CONNEMARA

Please note these classes will start at 9.15hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

H56 CONNEMARA PONY - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H57 CONNEMARA PONY - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

CONNEMARA CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners from classes H56 and H57.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Connemara ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

DALES, FELL AND HIGHLAND

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

H58 DALES, FELL and HIGHLAND - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H59 DALES, FELL and HIGHLAND - Stallion, mare or gelding four years old or over.

DALES, FELL and HIGHLAND PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H58 and H59.

The Champion and Reserve Champion from this section will go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.
DARTMOOR

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

H60  DARTMOOR - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H61  DARTMOOR - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

DARTMOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H60 and H61.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Dartmoor ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

EXMOOR

Please note these classes will start at 9.15hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

H62  EXMOOR - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling two or three years old.

H63  EXMOOR - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

EXMOOR CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H62 and H63.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Exmoor ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

STANDARD SHETLAND PONY IN HAND

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

REGULATIONS:

Ponies entered must be registered with the Shetland Pony Stud-Book Society and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

Children under 14 years old may not show colts or stallions within in-hand classes. Three year old fillies with foals at foot may not be shown.

TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:

THE MOSS BROS CUP (Perpetual) (137) to the Shetland Pony Champion.

THE MARILLION STUD (Perpetual) (199) challenge cup for the Junior Standard Shetland

THE SHETLAND PONY STUD-BOOK SOCIETY awards a special rosette to: The Champion and Reserve Champion Shetland ponies. The best foal in class H65

The Wessex Shetland Pony Group will present a special rosettes to the highest placed pony in each class owned by a W.S.P.G member on the production of a current membership card in the ring. (Full membership details available from the secretary, Carol Hodder tel. 01935 412888)

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Miss C Webb, Somerset

ENTRY FEE: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
A special prize of £12 will be awarded to the best foal in class H65

H64 SHETLAND PONY MARE - Four years old or over, which has not foaled and is not due to foal in the current year.

H65 SHETLAND PONY BROOD MARE - Four years old or over, with own foal at foot. Foals to be at least three weeks old on the day of the Show.

H66 SHETLAND PONY STALLION or GELDING - Four years old or over.

H67 SHETLAND PONY COLT, FILLY or GELDING - Yearling, two or three years old.

SHETLAND PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H64 to H67.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Shetland ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

MINIATURE SHETLAND PONY IN HAND

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Hoburne East Ring.

REGULATIONS: Ponies entered must be registered with the Shetland Pony Stud-Book Society and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

SPECIAL ROSETTES:
The Shetland Pony Stud-Book Society special rosette to the best foal in class H70, the best gelding in class H71, Junior Champion and Reserve (1st and 2nd prize winners to compete from classes H68, H69 and best foal from class H70), Overall Champion and Reserve (1st and 2nd prize winners to compete from classes H70, H71, H72 Junior Champion and Reserve Junior Champion).

GEMS rosettes for the highest placed miniature Shetland pony owned by a member of GEMS in each class. Members must wear their current membership badge in the ring.

The Wessex Shetland Pony Group will present a special rosettes to the highest placed pony in each class owned by a W.S.P.G member on the production of a current membership card in the ring. (Full membership details available from the secretary, Carol Hodder tel. 01935 412888)

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE: Mrs S Cozens, Somerset
ENTRY FEE: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00
A special prize of £12 will be awarded to the best foal in class H70

H68 IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLAND - Yearling colt, filly or gelding.

H69 IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLAND - Two and three year old colt, filly or gelding.

H70 IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLAND - Mare four years old and over, with or without foal at foot. All foals must be a minimum of three weeks old on the day of the Show.

H71 IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLAND - Gelding any age.

H72 IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLAND - Stallion four years old and over.

IN HAND REGISTERED MINIATURE SHETLANDS CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from first and second prize winners in classes H68 to H72.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Miniature Shetland ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

SUPREME MOUNTAIN AND MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP

SPECIAL ROSETTES, QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:

NPS / Kilmannan Stud M & M In Hand Silver Medal Rosette Championship
A Silver Medal Rosette is offered by the National Pony Society for the best registered pony owned by an NPS Qualifying or Life Member in the Mountain & Moorland Section. The Sponsor’s Rosette is also awarded to the pony receiving the qualification. Membership cards must be presented in the ring to receive the medal and/or the qualification.

NPS Silver Medal Rosette Championship: These classes are judged under the Rules of the NPS. NPS Silver Medal Rosettes are only awarded when the Owner of the Champion pony is a Qualifying or Life Member of the NPS. A valid membership card must be in the rider’s/handlers’s possession on entering the ring and produced immediately on request by either the judge or the steward. If the owner of the Champion Pony is not a member, or the owner’s membership card is not immediately produced, the rosette may be awarded to the Reserve Champion provided they have the required membership card. If the Champion Pony has previously qualified it is still entitled to the Silver Medal Rosette but the qualification card goes to the Reserve Champion pony, provided the owner of that pony is a member of the NPS. The Silver Medal Rosette and the qualification card can be awarded no lower than first Reserve (third). Foals are not eligible for Silver Medal Championships.

Qualifiers are entitled to compete in the final of the Silver Medal Rosette Championship to be held at the NPS Summer Championship Show in August 2017.

THE GREEN DRAGON TROPHY (Perpetual) (138) donated by Mrs P A Harvey Richards to the winner of the Supreme Mountain and Moorland Championship.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY offers sashes to the Champion and Reserve ponies.

JUDGE: Miss V De Quincey, Sussex
ENTRY BY QUALIFICATION

PRIZE MONEY: Supreme Champion £75 Reserve £25

SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the Champions and Reserve Champions from the Dartmoor, Exmoor, Connemara, New Forest, Shetland, Miniature Shetlands, Welsh and Dales, Fell and Highland sections in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs on Wednesday 27th July.

NEW FOREST PONY IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
Ponies entered in these classes (except foal classes) must be registered in the approved section of the New Forest Stud Book and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

In-hand means with bridle or halter. No decoration or plaits are allowed.
A novice Pony in the New Forest classes is one that has not won a first prize in a registered New Forest Pony class up to 1st January in the current year, foal and novice prizes are excepted. Exhibitors eligible for novice awards must wear a RED armband.

In cases where a foal has died or is prevented from competing owing to illness or accident, the brood mare will be eligible to compete in class H86 & H88 on production of a certificate signed by a qualified Veterinary Surgeon at the time of judging.

SPECIAL ROSETTES and TROPHIES:
THE CECIL SUTTON SILVER CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (134) donated by Captain Cecil Sutton MBE to the Champion New Forest Pony.

THE MONTAGU STIRRUP (119) presented by the Hon. Ralph Montagu for the best New Forest Pony sired, born and bred on the open Forest.

THE APPLEWITCH PURE MAGIC CUP for the New Forest Youngstock Champion presented by the Applewitch Stud.

THE GRUZELIER CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (122) donated by Mr A Gruzelier for the winner of class H73.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY PERPETUAL CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (123) for the winner of class H74.

THE BLAKER CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (124) donated by Mrs Blaker for the winner of class H75.

THE MRS ERNEST HOWARD CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (125) donated by Mrs E Howard for the winner of class H76.

MILLS CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (126) donated by Major J M Mills, OBE, TD, DL for the winner of class H77.

THE ALLISON CUP (Perpetual) (120) for the winner of class H78.

THE DRUMMOND CUP (Perpetual) (51) for the winner of class H79.

THE PALMER CUP (Perpetual) (52) for the winner of class H80.

THOMAS MEMORIAL CUP (Perpetual) (121) for the winner of class H81.
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY CUP for the winner of class H82.

THE PAM HARVEY-RICHARDS TROPHY (Perpetual) (200) for the winner of class H83.

THE BROADLANDS CUP (Perpetual) (129) donated by Mrs A Harmsworth for the winner of class H84.

THE STOCK CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (130) donated by Mrs W Stock for the winner of class H85.

THE CHARLES WHITCHER CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (131) donated by Mrs H White and Mr E Whitcher for the winner of class H86.

THE HAMMOND CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (132) donated by Mr J Hammond for the winner of class H87.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY HOWARD CUP (Perpetual) (133) for the winner of class H88.

THE NEW FOREST MAGAZINE TROPHY (Perpetual) (127) for the winner of class H89.

THE APPLEWITCH STUD will award a Champion and Reserve Champion rosette and sash to the Applewitch New Forest Youngstock Championship. Prize money kindly donated of £25 to the Champion and £15 to the Reserve Champion.

THE NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING & CATTLE SOCIETY awards a rosette to the Champion New Forest Pony.

THE NEW FOREST PONY ENTHUSIASTS RIDING CLUB awards Special Rosettes to the highest placed pony in each class (except foal classes), owned by a Member. Eligible exhibitors to wear GREEN armbands.

BELINDA, LADY MONTAGU has kindly donated a prize of £10 to the Best Pony Sired, Born and Bred on the Forest in each class, except foal classes. Eligible exhibitors to wear BLUE armbands.

THE NEW FOREST COMMONERS’ DEFENCE ASSOCIATION have kindly donated a prize of £35 to the Best Pony Sired, Born and Bred on the Forest and £15 to the Reserve.

THE NEW FOREST PONY PUBLICITY GROUP awards a special rosette to the highest placed ‘Forest Bred’ pony in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear YELLOW armbands.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY awards sashes to the Champion and Reserve Champion New Forest Ponies.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Miss P Rennie, Scotland (Youngstock)  
Mr A Robertson, Herefordshire (Geldings)  
Mrs S Hellum, Norway (Mares and Stallion)

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each  
(Foal classes) H86 and H88 - £6.00 each; NFASS Members £4.00 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00; 2nd £20.00; 3rd £17.00; 4th £14.00 and 5th £14.00  
Champion £50 and Reserve Champion £25  
Foal classes H86 and H88: 1st £10.00; 2nd £8.00 and 3rd £6.00  
A special prize of £12 will be awarded to the best novice pony in each class. Foals not included. Eligible exhibitors to wear RED armbands.
Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Ringwood Brewery West Ring.

H73  NEW FOREST COLT - Yearling.

H74  NEW FOREST COLT - Two or three years old. Three year old colts must hold a current stallion licence. (This class will be split if sufficient numbers forward).

H75  NEW FOREST FILLY - Yearling.

H76  NEW FOREST FILLY - Two years old.

H77  NEW FOREST FILLY - Three years old.

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Ringwood Brewery West Ring.

H78  NEW FOREST GELDING - Yearling.

H79  NEW FOREST GELDING - Two years old.

H80  NEW FOREST GELDING - Three years old.

H81  NEW FOREST GELDING - 138cm and under. Four years old or over.

H82  NEW FOREST GELDING - Exceeding 138cm. Four years old or over.

Please note these classes will start at 8.00hrs in Ringwood Brewery West Ring.

H83  NEW FOREST MARE - 138cm and under. Four years old or over, which has not foaled and is not due to foal in the current year.

H84  NEW FOREST MARE - Exceeding 138cm. Four years old or over, which has not foaled and is not due to foal in the current year.

H85  NEW FOREST BROOD MARE - 138cm or under. Four years old and over, with own foal at foot.

H86  NEW FOREST FOAL - Colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2016, exhibited with a mare in class H85. Foal must be at least three weeks old on the day of the Show.

H87  NEW FOREST BROOD MARE - Exceeding 138cm. Four years old or over, with own foal at foot.

H88  NEW FOREST FOAL - Colt, filly or gelding foaled in 2016, exhibited with a mare in class H87. Foal must be at least three weeks old on the day of the Show.

H89  NEW FOREST STALLION - Four years old or over. All animals competing in this class must hold a current stallion licence.

APPLEWITCH NEW FOREST YOUNGSTOCK CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H73 - H80.

“FOREST BRED” CHAMPIONSHIP - Open to the highest placed Forest Bred ponies in each of the classes H73 to H85, H87 and H89.

Please note that the Championship for classes H73 to H85, H87 and H89 will be held in Ringwood Brewery West Ring on completion of the above classes at approximately 11.30hrs.

NEW FOREST PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H73 to H85, H87 and H89.
Please note that the Championship for classes H73 to H85, H87 and H89 will be held in Ringwood Brewery West Ring on completion of the Forest Bred Championship at approximately 12.00hrs.

The Champion and Reserve Champion New Forest ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.

**NEW FOREST PONY RIDDEN**

**REGULATIONS:**
All Ponies must be registered in the approved section of the New Forest Stud Book and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

**Ponies entered in the Novice classes H90 and H91 may not enter classes H92 and H93.**

Ponies will not be ridden by the Judge in these classes.

A novice pony in the New Forest classes is one that has not won a first prize under saddle in a registered New Forest Pony class before 1st January in the current year.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES and TROPHIES:**

**THE HORSE & HOUND CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual)** donated by Horse and Hound for the winner of the Ridden New Forest Pony Championship.

**THE AGA SALVER (Perpetual)** (210) awarded to the winner of the Ridden New Forest Pony Championship.

**THE FOLLYKIN CUP (Perpetual)** (143) for the winner of class H90.

**THE SALISBURY GOBLET (Perpetual)** (144) for the winner of class H91.

**THE PEVERIL PETERBOROUGH ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (Perpetual)** (147) kindly donated by Mrs J Martin to celebrate Peveril Peterborough’s remarkable career, for the winner of class H92.

**THE EGREMONT CUP (Perpetual)** (146) for the winner of class H93.

**THE SALISBURY SHOW CUP (Perpetual)** (145) for the winner of class H94.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** awards sashes to the Champion and Reserve Champion New Forest Ponies.

**THE NEW FOREST PONY ENTHUSIASTS RIDING CLUB** awards a special rosette to the highest placed member in each class riders eligible to wear GREEN armbands.

**THE NEW FOREST PONY PUBLICITY GROUP** awards a special rosette to the highest placed ‘Forest Bred’ pony in each class - riders eligible to wear YELLOW armbands.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:**
Mrs G Sells, Shropshire (Performance)
Miss D Spears, Buckinghamshire (Conformation)

**ENTRY FEES:**
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**
1st £27.00; 2nd £20.00; 3rd £17.00; 4th £14.00 and 5th £14.00
Champion £25; Reserve Champion £15
H90 **RIDDEN NOVICE NEW FOREST PONY** - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, 138cm or under.

H91 **RIDDEN NOVICE NEW FOREST PONY** - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 138cm.

H92 **RIDDEN NEW FOREST PONY** - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, 138cm or under.

H93 **RIDDEN NEW FOREST PONY** - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 138cm.

H94 **RIDDEN NEW FOREST PONY** - Stallion, four years old or over, all entrants must hold a current stallion licence.

**RIDDEN NEW FOREST PONY CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H90 to H94. Championship to be held in North Ring at the completion of class H94.
BEST SHOD NEW FOREST PONY
(For ponies entered in classes H90 to H94)

THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF FARRIERS
1356 - 2016

The Worshipful Company of Farriers makes awards in order to promote, support and maintain the highest standards of excellence in Farriery
The Company is grateful to The New Forest & Hampshire County Show for supporting its aims by having a Best Shod Horse Award at the Show

JUDGE: Mr M G Purcell, Isle of Wight

REGULATIONS:
A competition for the Best Shod Pony in the Ridden New Forest classes H90 to H94. The Judge will examine each horse before or during the line-up for preliminary judging, taking into consideration:
a. Condition of the feet.
b. The making (or preparation) and fitting of the shoes.
c. Nailing and position of clips.
Normal shoes and showing plates are equally acceptable, provided they are suitable for the pony.
Please state on the entry form the name and address of your farrier.

SPECIAL AWARDS:
THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF FARRIERS will award a rosette to each class winner with a plaque for the overall winner. A plaque will also be awarded to the registered farrier of the overall winner

PRIZE MONEY: £25 for the Owner of the winner; £25 for the Farrier of the winner.

H95 BEST SHOD
WELSH PONY AND COB IN HAND

REGULATIONS:
Welsh Ponies and Cobs must be registered with the Welsh Pony and Cob Society and the registration number recorded on the entry form.

TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE STAN BETTERIDGE TROPHY (Perpetual) (135) to the Champion Welsh Pony/Cob.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGES:  Mrs B Evans, Worcestershire (Welsh Section A & B)
          Mrs C Willis-Burton, Monmouthshire (Welsh Sections C & D)

ENTRY FEES:  £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY:  1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H96   WELSH MOUNTAIN PONY - Section A - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H97   WELSH MOUNTAIN PONY - Section A - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

H98   WELSH PONY - Section B - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H99   WELSH PONY - Section B - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

H100  WELSH COB - Section D - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H101  WELSH COB - Section D - Mare or gelding, four years old or over.

H102  WELSH COB - Section D - Stallion, four years old or over.

H103  WELSH PONY COB TYPE - Section C - Colt, filly or gelding, yearling, two or three years old.

H104  WELSH PONY COB TYPE - Section C - Mare or gelding, four years old or over.

H105  WELSH PONY COB TYPE - Section C - Stallion, four years old or over.

WELSH PONY and COB CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H96 to H105 in the Show Ring at approximately 10.45hrs.

The Champion and Reserve Champion Welsh Pony & Cob ponies to go forward to the SUPREME MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Ringwood Brewery West Ring at approximately 12.15hrs.
**WELSH PONY AND COB RIDDEN**

**REGULATIONS:**
Welsh Ponies and Cobs must be registered with the Welsh Pony and Cob Society and the registration number recorded on the entry form. Ponies/Cobs will not be ridden by the Judges in these classes.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES:**
**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF BEVERLEY MCDONNELL (Perpetual)** to the winner of Class H107.

**JUDGES:**  
Mrs B Evans, Worcestershire (Welsh Section A & B)  
Mrs C Willis-Burton, Monmouthshire (Welsh Sections C & D)

**ENTRY FEES:**  
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**  
1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

**H106**  
**RIDDEN WELSH MOUNTAIN PONY and WELSH PONY** - Sections A & B - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.

**H107**  
**RIDDEN WELSH PONY (COB TYPE) and WELSH COB** - Sections C & D - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over.  
**RIDDEN WELSH CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners from classes H106 and H107.

**OSBORNE REFRIGERATORS DOUBLE HARNESS SCURRY DRIVING**

**REGULATIONS:**
To be run under the rules of the Osborne Scurry Group Horse of the Year Show Series 2016 (OSG). Drivers & grooms must be members of the OSG. Vehicles & ponies must comply with the rules of the OSG.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES and QUALIFIERS:**
In Classes H108 & H109 the highest placed competitor disregarding those already qualified will qualify for the Osborne Refrigerators Double Harness Scurry Championship at the 2016 Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016, NEC Birmingham.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**ENTRY FEES:**  
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**  
(Classes H108 and H109) 1st £120; 2nd £90; 3rd £70; 4th £60; 5th £60; 6th £50 and 7th £50

**CHAMPIONSHIP:**  
1st £100; 2nd £70; 3rd £60; 4th £40; 5th £40 and 6th £40.

**H108**  
**OSBORNE REFRIGERATORS DOUBLE HARNESS SCURRY** - Open to pairs of ponies 122cm and under.

**H109**  
**OSBORNE REFRIGERATORS DOUBLE HARNESS SCURRY** - Open to pairs of ponies exceeding 122cm but not exceeding 148cm.

**OSBORNE REFRIGERATORS DOUBLE HARNESS SCURRY CHAMPIONSHIP** - The first six prize winners in classes H108 and H109 qualify for the Championship. Irrespective of placing competitors eliminated in Classes H108 or H109 are not eligible for the Championship.
PRIVATE DRIVING

REGULATIONS:
For horses and ponies any height, four years old or over, to be driven single, pair or tandem correctly and smartly harnessed to a sound, suitable and well maintained vehicle suitable for a competent whip to drive in company. (Commercial vehicles and hackney show wagons not permitted).

Will exhibitors please ensure the following information is given on the entry form:
(a) Name and breed of ponies/horses (b) description of vehicle (c) name of driver.

Please note: Class H110 and H111 will be judged first at approximately 11.15hrs followed by classes H112 and H113.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHIES and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
Class Number H112 is a qualifier for the 2016 Osborne Refrigerators BDS National Championships at Addington on 24 September. The highest placed turnout owned and driven by a member of the British Driving Society and eligible for the following Type-Section/s disregarding those already qualified down to 6th place (10th place for type-sections (n)-(q) in the class will qualify for the 2016 Semi-Finals at Driving Addington. The Championship will immediately follow the Semi-Finals.
a - Single Hackney-type over 13.2hh; b - Single Hackney-type 13.2hh & under

Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016 - SANKEY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LTD -
The Harness Horse and Pony of the Year Championship Qualifier will be awarded to the highest placed turnout owned & driven by a member of the British Driving Society in the Private Driving Championship, disregarding those already qualified down to 6th place. Qualification will not pass below 6th place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

THE PARSONS SILVER CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (141) donated by the late Mrs E H Parsons to class H113 Pairs and Tandems.

THE HANCOCK FAMILY SHETLAND TROPHY (Perpetual) (139) for the best Shetland exhibit in the Private Driving classes.

THE TOBIAS PERPETUAL CHALLENGE TROPHY (Perpetual) (140) donated by Mrs I M Butcher for the best local non-hackney type novice pony, 148cms or under. The pony must not have won a first prize in a Private Driving class or Show Drive.

THE JO ELLEN Trophy (Perpetual) (212) awarded to the Private Driving Champion presented by the Peters Family.

THIS IS A VICTORIA FOOD COMPANY PRIVATE DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER, the Champion will qualify for the grand final, to be held on Sunday 11th September 2016 at the Kings Sedgemoor Equestrian Centre, Greylake Near Bridgwater, Somerset, TA7 9BP. In the event that the Champion has already qualified, then the Reserve Champion to qualify. If the Reserve has qualified, the rosette to be awarded to the Champion. Once qualified, the horse, whip and vehicle may not be changed.

The following societies offer a special rosette to the highest placed registered pony of their breed provided the exhibitor is a member of that society (except where stated):
DALES PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
DARTMOOR PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
HACKNEY HORSE SOCIETY
EXMOOR PONY SOCIETY
NEW FOREST PONY ENTHUSIASTS RIDING CLUB
THE CONNEMARA PONY SOCIETY (Must be a Member)
NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING & CATTLE SOCIETY
FELL PONY SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
SHETLAND PONY STUD-BOOK SOCIETY (Membership card must be produced)
HIGHLAND PONY SOCIETY (Membership not required)
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGES:**
- Mrs S Wootton, Bedfordshire (H110/H113)
- Mr G Marks, Cambridgeshire (H111/H112)

**ENTRY FEES:** £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each

(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

**PRIZE MONEY:**
- 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00, 6th £17.00

**H110** PRIVATE DRIVING TURNOUTS (SINGLE NON HACKNEY TYPE) - Stallions, mares or geldings four years old or over, 138cm or under.

**H111** PRIVATE DRIVING TURNOUTS (SINGLE NON HACKNEY TYPE) - Stallions, mares or geldings, four years old or over, exceeding 138cm.

**H112** PRIVATE DRIVING TURNOUTS - HACKNEY and HACKNEYTYPE - Stallion mares or geldings, four years old or over.

**H113** PRIVATE DRIVING TURNOUTS PAIRS AND TANDEMS - Stallions, mares and geldings four years old and over.

**PRIVATE DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H110 to H113.

The Private Driving Champion and the highest placed Shetland Pony/Ponies qualify to go forward to THE SUPREME HARNESS CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged on Thursday 28th July.

**CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE**

**REGULATIONS:**
This class is held under the auspices of the British Driving Society and exhibitors must be members of that Society. The membership number must be quoted on the entry form and membership card produced in the ring.

A Concours D’Elegance is won by the turnout that, in the opinion of the Judge, presents the most elegant and eye catching effect. It is judged at a distance on the move and no close inspection of the turnouts is made. The Judge will take into account horse, vehicle, driver, passenger, etc., but above all the general impression. No period costume or fancy dress is permitted. The whole object of the classes is to establish which turnout, however large or small, presents the most pleasing picture and normal “private driving” judging criteria does not apply.

**SPECIAL ROSETTES:**
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:** Countess of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, Berkshire

**ENTRY FEES:** £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**
- 1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

**H114** CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE
WORLD BREEDS IN HAND
(excluding Mountain & Moorland Breeds)

REGULATIONS:
To be registered with Parent Society and Membership Number to be stated on entry form.

If sufficient entries forward class will be split into young stock and four years old and over.

SPECIAL ROSSETTE:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE:

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00; 2nd £20.00; 3rd £17.00; 4th £14.00 and 5th £14.00

H115 WORLD BREEDS IN HAND (excluding Mountain & Moorland Breeds) - Open to any height any age

WORLD BREEDS RIDDEN
(excluding Mountain & Moorland Breeds)

REGULATIONS:
To be registered with Parent Society and Membership Number to be stated on entry form.

SPECIAL ROSSETTE:
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE:

ENTRY FEES: £26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £27.00; 2nd £20.00; 3rd £17.00; 4th £14.00 and 5th £14.00

H116 WORLD BREEDS RIDDEN (excluding Mountain & Moorland Breeds) - Four years old and over, open to any height
THURSDAY 28TH JULY

COLOURED HORSE OR PONY IN HAND

REGULATIONS:

CHAPS UK Show Affiliation Number: 16067

This Show is affiliated to The Coloured Horse & Pony Society (UK). Both the owner and the rider/exhibitor need not be a member of CHAPS (UK) nor must the horse or pony be registered with CHAPS (UK) to compete. However in order to Qualify both Owner and Rider/Exhibitor need to be a current showing member and present their valid Qualifier card IN THE RING for signing by the judge.

Members to apply in writing to CHAPS (UK) for appropriate qualifier card.

QUALIFIER, AWARDS and SPECIAL ROSETTES:

This Show is affiliated to The Coloured Horse & Pony Society (UK). Both the owner and the rider/exhibitor need not be a member of CHAPS (UK) nor must the horse or pony be registered with CHAPS (UK) to compete. However in order to Qualify both Owner and Rider/Exhibitor need to be a current showing member and present their valid Qualifier card IN THE RING for signing by the judge.

Members to apply in writing to CHAPS (UK) for appropriate qualifier card.

The CHAPS (UK) Championship Show will be held on 31st August - 3rd September 2016. Shows held on or after date of championship Show will count as 2017 qualifiers. The following classes are CHAPS (UK) Qualifiers H117 to H120. For full rulings and information on competition/qualification, please refer to CHAPS (UK) Members’ Handbook; or visit www.chapsuk.com for rulings.

All stallions, 4 years old and over entering these classes must be graded with CHAPS (UK). All stallions must wear Stallion ID Discs in the ring without exception.

THE CHAPS TROPHY (Perpetual) (100) is awarded to the winner of the In Hand Coloured Horse/Pony Championship.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best yearling and two year old.

JUDGE:
Miss V Smith, Derbyshire (Native/Cob Traditional)
Mr R Parker-Jones, Shropshire (Non-Native)

ENTRY FEES:
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

PRIZE MONEY:
1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00

H117 CHAPS (UK) IN-HAND NON-NATIVE COLOURED YOUNGSTOCK - Any height, yearlings, two and three year olds (foals excluded).

H118 CHAPS (UK) NATIVE/COB/TRADITIONAL COLOURED YOUNGSTOCK - Any height, yearlings, two and three year olds (foals excluded).

H119 CHAPS (UK) IN-HAND NON-NATIVE COLOURED - Any height and any age.

H120 CHAPS (UK) IN-HAND NATIVE/COB/TRADITIONAL TYPE COLOURED - Any height and any age.

CHAPS (UK) IN-HAND COLOURED HORSE or PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H117 to H120.
COLOURED HORSE OR PONY RIDDEN

REGULATIONS:
CHAPS UK Show Affiliation Number: 16067
ONLY OPEN TO CHAPS (UK) Members and CHAPS (UK) Registered Horses/Ponies with a Horse of the Year Show Competition Number (this can be obtained from CHAPS (UK) Admin). All stallions must be graded with CHAPS (UK); ID Discs to be worn in the ring. Lead reins not eligible for these classes. For rulings and information on competition/qualification, please refer to CHAPS (UK) Members’ Handbook; or visit www.chapsuk.com
Entries sent without a current Horse of the Year Show Competition Number by close of entries, will be returned by the show as ineligible to compete. Horse of the year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.
Only one exhibit may qualify per class. If the 1st placed animal has already qualified, the qualifier may pass down to the highest placed exhibit standing to 5th place only, who has not already qualified.
No Spurs when ridden by a junior competitor (under 18), or by any rider competing in restricted height section.
All ages taken as at 1st January in the current year.
All exhibits will require a height certificate to compete in the height restricted qualifying classes and to obtain a Horse of the Year Show Competition Number (a photocopy should be sent to CHAPS Admin, 1 McLaren Cottage, Abertysswg, Rhymney, Tredegar NP22 5BH).
Horse/ponies are to be produced at Horse of the Year Show in the same type category in which they qualified. Failure to comply with any of the Qualifying Rules will result in the forfeit of the qualifying place. The “pull-in” or “no pull-in” system is at the discretion of the judges on the day. The judges must make this decision prior to the commencement of the first class and stewards to be instructed accordingly. If no pull is used, competitors will be asked to line up in any order from the initial presentation. Please ensure you are also fully aware of Horse of the Year Show own rules which can be seen on http://www.hoys.co.uk/competitors-zone/ - download rules before entering these classes.

QUALIFIER and TROPHY:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 at the N.E.C. Birmingham. Only one exhibit may qualify per class. If the first placed animal has already qualified, the qualifier may pass down to the highest placed exhibit standing to fifth place only, who has not already qualified. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

THE CHAPS TROPHY (Perpetual) (117) is awarded to the winner of the Ridden Coloured Horse/Pony Championship.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGES:
Miss V Smith, Derbyshire (Ride)
Mr R Parker-Jones, Shropshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES:
£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY:
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H121 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW COLOURED RIDDEN NATIVE/TRADITIONAL/COB PONY SPONSORED BY CHAPS (UK) - Ponies not exceeding 148cms, four years old or over. Will not be ridden by the judge. To be shown in a natural state or fully trimmed and hogged. To perform individual show.

H122 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW COLOURED RIDDEN COLOURED NATIVE / TRADITIONAL/COB HORSE SPONSORED BY CHAPS (UK) - Horses exceeding 148cms, four years old and over. To be shown in a natural state or fully trimmed and hogged. To be ridden by the Judge.
H123  HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW COLOURED RIDDEN NON-NATIVE PONY
SPONSORED BY CHAPS (UK) - Ponies not exceeding 153cm, four years old or over. Will not
be ridden by the judge. To be shown plaited and trimmed and to perform individual show.

H124  HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW COLOURED RIDDEN NON-NATIVE HORSE
SPONSORED BY CHAPS (UK) - Horses exceeding 153cm, four years old or over. To be shown
plaited and trimmed. To be ridden by the Judge.

RIDDEN COLOURED HORSE or PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and
second prize winners in classes H121 to H124.

LADIES’ SIDE SADDLE

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. However Horse of the Year Show rules take
precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk. Horses must be registered with the
British Show Horse Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be British Show Horse Association
Members. Riders must be 15 years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form. No
entry will be accepted unless accompanied by the Registration Numbers.

QUALIFIER, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTE:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - Class H125 is a qualifier for Horse of the Year Show - 5th - 9th October
2016 N.E.C Birmingham. Qualification will not pass below 5th place with the exception of the BSHA National
Championship Show.

THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE - The highest
placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following class H125 will qualify that is registered or eligible for
registration on the Irish Draught or Irish Draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven
Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need
not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers
by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September
2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. NB: A Horse may only qualify for
the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered. Each Qualifier
will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. Qualifiers are required to complete an online form
at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final. In the Final, the
Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be
awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred
Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a
Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.

THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed
Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse in the following class H123. To be eligible, exhibits must be
registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught
Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

LADIES’ HUNTER SIDE SADDLE CUP (Perpetual) (108) for the winner of this class.

THE SIDE SADDLE ASSOCIATION awards a special rosette to the highest placed member of the
Association in this class.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor
in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.
JUDGES: Miss J Wormall, Leicestershire (Ride)
Mrs J Beatham, Wiltshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H125 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW LADIES’ SIDE SADDLE - Open to mares or geldings, four years old and over, exceeding 148cms, to be ridden side saddle by a lady. Open to ALL horses registered with BSHA. Exhibits will be required to gallop/extend together during the Go Round phase.

MAXI COB

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. However Horse of the year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk. Horses must be registered with the British Show Horse Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be British Show Horse Association Members. Riders must 15 years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE BRITISH SHOW HORSE ASSOCIATION - Class H126 is a qualifier for Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office. In accordance with BSHA rules the annual BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee of £15 must have been paid to BSHA before the entry is made if the exhibitor wishes to qualify. The BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee cannot be paid in retrospect. This fee is not the Horse of the Year Show contribution, which goes to Grandstand Media Ltd.

Horses competing in the Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain classes at their affiliated Shows cannot compete in Hack, Cobs and Riding Horse classes at the same show, on the same day and vice versa. This does not apply to SHB (GB) Ridden Sport Horse classes.

The three highest placed prize winners in all open affiliated classes will qualify to compete in the BSHA Classic Supreme Classes at the National Championship Show in September 2016.

The BSHA offer a Novice, Young Rider and Amateur rosette in each open class and a Champion rosette for each section. The Association will also award a new Amateur Home Produced rosette in all Affiliated Open classes (with the exception of Open Working Show Horse, Ladies Show Horse and HOYS Hunter classes); the Maxi Cob rosettes have been kindly sponsored by Mr & Mrs E McCourt. The awards will go down the line; there is no limit on how many of these rosettes can be claimed in a year.

THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE - The highest placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following class H126 that is registered or eligible for registration on the Irish Draught or Irish draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. NB: A Horse may only qualify for the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered. Each Qualifier will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final. In the Final, the Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.
THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse in the following class H126. To be eligible, exhibits must be registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGES: Mrs W King, Norfolk (Ride)
        Mrs A Varley, Nottinghamshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
            (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H126 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW THE LEEMAN FAMILY MAXI COB - Mare or gelding, four years old and over, exceeding 155cms.

RIDDEN COB

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. However Horse of the Year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from wwwhoys.co.uk. Horses must be registered with the British Show Horse Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be British Show Horse Association Members. Riders must 15 years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE BRITISH SHOW HORSE ASSOCIATION - Classes H127 and H128 are qualifier for Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office. In accordance with BSHA rules the annual BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee of £15 must have been paid to BSHA before the entry is made if the exhibitor wishes to qualify. The BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee cannot be paid in retrospect. This fee is not the Horse of the Year Show contribution, which goes to Grandstand Media Ltd.

Horses competing in the Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain classes at their affiliated Shows cannot compete in Hack, Cobs and Riding Horse classes at the same show, on the same day and vice versa. This does not apply to SHB (GB) Ridden Sport Horse classes.

The three highest placed prize winners in all open affiliated classes will qualify to compete in the BSHA Classic Supreme Classes at the National Championship Show in September 2016.

The BSHA offer a Novice, Young Rider and Amateur rosette in each open class and a Champion rosette for each section. The Association will also award a new Amateur Home Produced rosette in all Affiliated Open classes (with the exception of Open Working Show Horse, Ladies Show Horse and HOYS Hunter classes); the Cob rosettes have been kindly sponsored by TSG. The awards will go down the line; there is no limit on how many of these rosettes can be claimed in a year.

THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE - The highest placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following classes H127 and H128 that is registered or eligible for registration on the Irish Draught or Irish draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. NB: A Horse may only qualify for
the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered. Each Qualifier will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. **Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsgb.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final.** In the Final, the Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.

THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse in each of the following classes H127 and H128. To be eligible, exhibits must be registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

THE EDGARTROPHY (Perpetual) (150) donated by Messrs J & D Edgar to the Champion.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGES:**

Mrs W King, Norfolk (Ride)
Mrs A Varley, Nottinghamshire (Conformation)

**ENTRY FEES:**

£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

**PRIZE MONEY:**

1st £42.00; 2nd £32.00; 3rd £27.00; 4th £22.00 and 5th £17.00

**H127**  HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW LIGHTWEIGHT COB OF THE YEAR - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cm, but not exceeding 155cm, capable of carrying up to 14 stone.

**H128**  HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW HEAVYWEIGHT COB OF THE YEAR - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cm but not exceeding 155cm, capable of carrying more than 14 stone.

**RIDDEN COB CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H127 and H128.

**INTERMEDIATE SHOW RIDING TYPE AND INTERMEDIATE SHOW HUNTER**

**REGULATIONS:**

This Show is affiliated to the British Show Pony Society (BSPS No 90/16) and all persons entering, competing, showing or otherwise taking part in BSPS classes, are subject to the Constitution and Rules of the BSPS, including the disciplinary procedures, and shall be deemed to have consented to the jurisdiction of the BSPS. Any pony taking part in classes judged under the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Rules will be liable to dope testing. Owners & Riders must be BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Members and the animal registered with the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR and a copy of a valid height certificate lodged with that society to compete in classes with Horse of the Year Show Qualifications. Horse of the Year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Manners and Way of Going - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Type and Freedom of Action - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest Manners and Way of Going Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.
QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES: HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

BSPS BLACK COUNTRY SADDLES RIDER OF THE YEAR - The best rider in each of the following classes will be awarded a Best Rider Card and qualify for the final at the BSPS Summer Championship Show.

THE BLUE RIBAND PONY OF THE YEAR - Only ponies owned and ridden by BSPS Members and registered with the BSPS are eligible to qualify. Registration numbers must be quoted on the entry forms. The first and second placed winners will qualify.

BSPS CHAMPIONSHIPS - The first, second & third prize winners only in each of classes H129 to H131 will qualify for the 2016 BSPS Championships.

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS - The Champion will qualify for the www.handleyequestrian.co.uk Champion of Champions 07831 555566.

THE BSPS CLASSIC SECURITY (UK) LTD CHALLENGE - The highest placed pony in each class that has not qualified for the 2016 Horse of the Year Show, in classes H129 to H131 will qualify. If the highest placed pony has already qualified for the BSPS Challenge, the qualification will be awarded to the next eligible pony.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGES: Miss J Perkins, Worcestershire (Performance) Mr S Somers, Suffolk (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H129 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW 153CM INTERMEDIATE SHOW RIDING TYPE - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 146cm but not exceeding 153cm. Riders not to have attained their 25th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

H130 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW 158CM INTERMEDIATE SHOW RIDING TYPE - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 153cm but not exceeding 158cm. Riders not to have attained their 25th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

H131 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW INTERMEDIATE SHOW HUNTER - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cm but not exceeding 158cm. Riders not to have attained their 25th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H129 to H131.

LEAD REIN AND FIRST RIDDEN

REGULATIONS: This Show is affiliated to the British Show Pony Society (BSPS No 90/16) and all persons entering, competing, showing or otherwise taking part in BSPS classes, whether or not Members of the BSPS, are subject to the Constitution and Rules of the BSPS, including the disciplinary procedures, and shall be deemed to have consented to the jurisdiction of the BSPS. Any pony taking part in classes judged under BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Rules will be liable to dope testing. Owners and riders must be BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR. Members and the pony registered with the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR and a copy of a valid height certificate lodged with that society to compete in classes with qualification for the Horse of the Year Show. No child under the age of three may compete. Horse of the Year
Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Manners and Way of Going - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Type and Freedom of Action - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest Manners and Way of Going Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

QUALIFIERS and TROPHIES:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualification will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

BSPS CHAMPIONSHIPS - The first and second prize winners in class H132 and H133 will qualify for the 2016 BSPS Championships.

THE BLUE RIBAND PONY OF THE YEAR - Only ponies owned and ridden by BSPS Members and registered with the BSPS are eligible to qualify. Registration numbers must be quoted on the entry forms. The first and second placed winners will qualify.

THE BSPS CLASSIC SECURITY (UK) LTD CHALLENGE - The highest placed pony in each class that has not qualified for the 2016 Horse of the Year Show, in classes H132 and H133 will qualify. If the highest placed pony has already qualified for the BSPS Challenge, the qualification will be awarded to the next eligible pony.

BSPS CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS - The leading rein/first ridden Champion will go forward to the Champions of Champions.

BSPS BLACK COUNTRY SADDLES RIDER OF THE YEAR - The best rider in each of the following classes will be awarded a Best Rider Card and qualify for the final at the BSPS Summer Championship Show.

THE LOUBY LOU SALVER (Perpetual) (112) donated by Mr T Spragett to the winner of class H132.

THE WEST END CUP (Perpetual) (114) donated by Mrs L Rafferty on behalf of the West End & District Horse Show the winner of class H133.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Mrs J Dean, Manchester

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H132 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW LEAD REIN PONY - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, not exceeding 122cm. Riders must have attained their third birthday by the day of competition and not to have attained their eighth birthday before 1st January in the current year. To be led by an attendant and shown in a snaffle bridle.

H133 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW FIRST RIDDEN PONY - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, not exceeding 122cm. Riders must have attained their third birthday by the day of the competition and not to have attained their tenth birthday before 1st January in the current year. To be shown in any suitable snaffle bridle.

LEAD REIN AND FIRST RIDDEN CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H132 and H133.
LEAD REIN PONY OF HUNTER TYPE

REGULATIONS:
This Show is affiliated to the British Show Pony Society (BSPS No 90/16) and all persons entering, competing, showing or otherwise taking part in BSPS classes, whether or not Members of the BSPS, are subject to the Constitution and Rules of the BSPS, including the disciplinary procedures, and shall be deemed to have consented to the jurisdiction of the BSPS. Any pony taking part in classes judged under BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Rules will be liable to dope testing. Owners and riders must be BSPS/NPS/PUK Members and the pony registered with the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR and a copy of a valid height certificate lodged with that society to compete in classes with Horse of the Year Show Qualifications. Horse of the Year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Manners and Way of Going - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Type and Freedom of Action - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest Manners and Way of Going Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges' decision will be final.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

THE BSPS CLASSIC SECURITY (UK) LTD CHALLENGE - The highest placed pony in this class that has not qualified for the 2016 Horse of the Year Show, in the Lead Rein Pony of Hunter Type will qualify. If the highest placed pony has already qualified for the BSPS Challenge, the qualification will be awarded to the next eligible pony.

BSPS BLACK COUNTRY SADDLES RIDER OF THE YEAR - The best rider in each of the following classes will be awarded a Best Rider Card and qualify for the final at the BSPS Summer Championship Show (Only Class H134).

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in the class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGES:  
Mrs S Thomas, Shropshire (Performance)  
Mrs C Dew, Bedfordshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES:  
£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each  
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY:  
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H134 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW CARRS BMW LEAD REIN PONY OF HUNTER TYPE -  
Mare or gelding, four years old and over, not exceeding 122cms. Riders must have attained their third birthday by the day of the competition and not to have attained their ninth birthday before 1st January in the current year. To be led by an attendant and shown in a snaffle bridle. Obstacles will be used in the qualifying rounds and in the final at Horse of the Year Show.
MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND LEAD REIN AND FIRST RIDDEN

REGULATIONS:
The Mountain and Moorland Lead Rein and First Ridden classes are run under the rules of Horse of the Year Show, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

This competition is open to mares and geldings, four years old and over registered in the main body of their respective stud books. Riders and Owners must be members of their respective Breed Society, NPS, Ponies (UK), The Showing Register or BSPS.

Marks to be awarded Show/Freedom of action - maximum 50 and breed type/conformation maximum 50. In the event of equality, the pony with the highest show/freedom of Action mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

Where more than 20 entrants are forward in each class, the class may be split. The judges should split the class according to the circumstances on the day. For the final judging, all ponies should be invited back into the ring and lined up in any order. The highest placed pony (not already qualified) from the first three in the final judging will qualify for Horse of the Year Show 2015.

QUALIFIERS and TROPHY:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th to 9th October 2016 at the N.E.C. Birmingham. Only one exhibit may qualify per class. The highest placed pony, not already qualified, from the first three ponies will qualify. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office. NB. Qualifying ponies must hold a valid JMB Full Height or Annual Certificate, copy of which must be produced at the time of entry to Horse of the Year Show. JMB certificates are not required to enter this qualifier.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

THE CHAWNER CUP (Perpetual) donated by Major L C Chawner to the winner of class H135 (this cup has been re-presented to this class).

JUDGE:
Mrs B Halls, Suffolk (Performance)
Mrs C Whiteley, Essex (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES:
£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY:
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H135 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW COLNE MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND LEAD REIN PONY - Mountain and Moorland Mares and Geldings four years old or over registered in the main body of their respective Stud books. Ponies not to exceed 122cm. Riders must have attained their third birthday by the day of the competition, but must not have attained their ninth birthday before the 1st January in the current year.

H136 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW BRINETON/KARE-PLUS MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND FIRST RIDDEN PONY - Mountain and Moorland Mares and Geldings four years old and over registered in the main body of their respective Stud books. Ponies not to exceed 128cm. Riders must have attained their third birthday by the day of competition, and not have attained twelfth birthday before the 1st January in the current year.

MOUNTAIN and MOORLAND LEAD REIN & FIRST RIDDEN CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H135 and H136.
RIDDEN HACKS

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. Horses must be registered with the Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be Association Members. Riders must 15 years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE BRITISH SHOW HORSE ASSOCIATION - Classes H137 and H138 are qualifier for Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office. In accordance with BSHA rules the annual BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee of £15 must have been paid to BSHA before the entry is made if the exhibitor wishes to qualify. The BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee cannot be paid in retrospect. This fee is not the Horse of the Year Show contribution, which goes to Grandstand Media Ltd.

Horses competing in the Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain classes at their affiliated Shows cannot compete in Hack, Cobs and Riding Horse classes at the same show, on the same day and vice versa. This does not apply to SHB (GB) Ridden Sport Horse classes.

The three highest placed prize winners in all open affiliated classes will qualify to compete in the BSHA Classic Supreme Classes at the National Championship Show in September 2016.

The BSHA offer a Novice, Young Rider and Amateur rosette in each open class and a Champion rosette for each section. The Association will also award a new Amateur Home Produced rosette in all Affiliated Open classes (with the exception of Open Working Show Horse, Ladies Show Horse and HOYS Hunter classes); the Hack rosettes have been kindly sponsored by Mr & Mrs E McCourt. The awards will go down the line; there is no limit on how many of these rosettes can be claimed in a year.

THE BETTY SHEPHERD MEMORIAL CUP (Perpetual) (151) to the winner of the Ridden Hack Championship.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGES: Mrs S K Coward, Wiltshire (Ride)  
Mr A Mickleburgh, Cheshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each  
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H137 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW BRERETON SMALL HACK - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cm but not exceeding 154cm.

H138 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW THE STENNETT FAMILY LARGE HACK - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 154cm, but not exceeding 160cm.

HACK CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H137 and H138.
RIDING HORSE

REGULATIONS:
Held under the rules of the British Show Horse Association. Horses must be registered with the Association and all Owners, Exhibitors and Riders must be Association Members. Riders must 15 years of age or older. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry form.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHY and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE BRITISH SHOW HORSE ASSOCIATION - Classes H139 and H140 are qualifier for Horse of the Year Show 5th - 9th October 2016. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office. In accordance with BSHA rules the annual BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee of £15 must have been paid to BSHA before the entry is made if the exhibitor wishes to qualify. The BSHA Horse of the Year Show fee cannot be paid in retrospect. This fee is not the Horse of the Year Show contribution, which goes to Grandstand Media Ltd.

Horses competing in the Sport Horse Breeding of Great Britain classes at their affiliated Shows cannot compete in Hack, Cobs and Riding Horse classes at the same show, on the same day and vice versa. This does not apply to SHB (GB) Ridden Sport Horse classes.

The three highest placed prize winners in all open affiliated classes will qualify to compete in the BSHA Classic Supreme Classes at the National Championship Show in September 2016.

The BSHA offer a Novice, Young Rider and Amateur rosette in each open class and a Champion rosette for each section. The Association will also award a new Amateur Home Produced rosette in all Affiliated Open classes (with the exception of Open Working Show Horse, Ladies Show Horse and HOYS Hunter classes); the Riding Horse rosettes have been kindly sponsored by Mr & Mrs E McCourt. The awards will go down the line; there is no limit on how many of these rosettes can be claimed in a year.

THE BLUE CHIP & IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) £2,000 CHALLENGE - The highest placed horse (not already qualified) in each of the following classes H139 and H140 that is registered or eligible for registration on the Irish Draught or Irish draught Sport Horse register, i.e. with a minimum of 25% proven Irish Draught breeding, will qualify for the Final of the Blue Chip & IDHS (GB) £2,000 Challenge. Horses need not be registered with the Irish Draught Horse Society (GB) to qualify but must be on the IDHS (GB) Registers by the time of the Championship which will be held at the IDHS (GB) Annual Breed Show on 3rd - 4th September 2016 at the Lincolnshire Showground, Grange-de-Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA. NB: A Horse may only qualify for the Final once, regardless of the type or number of classes won, placed in or entered. Each Qualifier will receive a card and a £10 voucher from Blue Chip. Qualifiers are required to complete an online form at www.idhsbg.com to inform the IDHS (GB) that they have qualified for the Final. In the Final, the Champion will be awarded £1,000 prize money, a Trophy and a Blue Chip rug. The Reserve Champion will be awarded £500 and 3rd to 7th inclusive will be awarded £100 each. In addition, the highest placed Pure Bred Irish Draught will be awarded a Trophy and £100 and the highest placed 158cm (15.2hh) and under will receive a Trophy and £50 and the highest placed *Amateur Produced and Ridden Horse will receive a silver salver and a rug.

THE IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (GB) awards a Special Incentive Card to the highest placed Irish Draught Pure Bred or Irish Draught Sport Horse in each of the following classes H139 and H140. To be eligible, exhibits must be registered with or over stamped by the IDHS (GB) on either their Irish Draught Breed Registers or Irish Draught Sport Horse Registers. Registration numbers to be stated on the entry form.

THE JOHN KEEN TROPHY (Perpetual) (152) donated by Mr J M Keen to the winner of the Riding Horse Championship.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.
JUDGES:  
Miss A Collins, Dorset (Ride)  
Mr A Robertson, Herefordshire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES:  
£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each  
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY:  
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H139 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW THE COLOSSO FAMILY SMALL RIDING HORSE - Mare  
or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 148cms and not exceeding 158cms.

H140 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW THE COLOSSO FAMILY LARGE RIDING HORSE - Mare  
or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 158cms.

RIDING HORSE CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H139 and H140.

RIDDEN SHOW HUNTER PONY

REGULATIONS:
This Show is affiliated to the British Show Pony Society (BSPS No 90/16) and all persons entering, competing, showing or otherwise taking part in BSPS classes, are subject to the Constitution and Rules of the BSPS, including the disciplinary procedures, and shall be deemed to have consented to the Jurisdiction of the BSPS. Any pony taking part in classes judged under the BSPS Rules will be liable to dope testing. Owners and riders must be BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Members and the pony registered with the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR to compete in classes with qualification for the Horse of the Year Show.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Manners and Way of Going - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Type and Freedom of Action - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest Manners and Way of Going Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

QUALIFIER and AWARDS:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

“THE BLUE RIBAND PONY OF THE YEAR” - The first and second placed ponies in classes H141 to H144 will qualify to go forward to the “Blue Riband Pony of the Year” final at the BSPS Championships Show in the Champions Hall. Only ponies owned and ridden by BSPS Members and registered with the BSPS are eligible to qualify. Registration numbers must be quoted on entry forms.

BSPS CHAMPIONSHIPS - The first and second prize winners only in classes H141 to H144 will qualify for the 2016 BSPS Championships.

THE BSPS CLASSIC SECURITY (UK) LTD CHALLENGE - The highest placed pony in each class that has not qualified for the 2016 Horse of the Year Show, in classes H141 to H144 will qualify. If the highest placed pony has already qualified for the BSPS Challenge, the qualification will be awarded to the next eligible pony.

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS - The Champion will qualify for the www.handleyequestrian.co.uk Champion of Champions 07831 555566.

BSPS BLACK COUNTRY SADDLES RIDER OF THE YEAR - The Best Rider in each class will be awarded a Best Rider Card and qualify for the final at the BSPS Summer Championships Show.
ROtherwood Tornado Trophy (Perpetual) awarded to the Ridden Show Hunter Pony Champion.

The New Forest Agricultural Show Society will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

Judge: Mrs S Thomas, Shropshire (Performance)
        Mrs C Dew, Bedfordshire (Conformation)

Entry Fees: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
            (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

Prize Money: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H141 Horse of the Year Show Topham Barnes 122cm Show Hunter Pony - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, not exceeding 122cm. Riders not to have attained their 12th birthday before the 1st January in the current year.

H142 Horse of the Year Show Topham Barnes 133cm Show Hunter Pony - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 122cm but not exceeding 133cm. Riders not to have attained their 14th birthday before the 1st January in the current year.

H143 Horse of the Year Show Topham Barnes 143cm Show Hunter Pony - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 133cm but not exceeding 143cm. Riders not to have attained their 17th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

H144 Horse of the Year Show Topham Barnes 153cm Show Hunter Pony - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 143cm but not exceeding 153cm. Riders not to have attained their 20th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

Show Hunter Pony Championship - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H141 to H144.

Children’s Riding Pony

Regulations:
The Show is affiliated to the British Show Pony Society (BSPS No 90/16) and all persons entering, competing, showing or otherwise taking part in BSPS classes, are subject to the Constitution and Rules of the BSPS, including the disciplinary procedures, and shall be deemed to have consented to the Jurisdiction of the BSPS. Any pony taking part in classes judged under the BSPS Rules will be liable to dope testing. Owners and riders must be BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR Members and the pony registered with the BSPS/NPS/PUK/TSR, and a copy of a valid JMB height certificate lodged with the Society to compete in classes with qualification for the Horse of the Year Show. Horse of the Year Show rules take precedence, a copy of which can be downloaded from www.hoys.co.uk.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Manners and Way of Going - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Type and Freedom of Action - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest Manners and Way of Going Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

Qualifiers, Trophy and Special Rosettes:
Horse of the Year Show - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.
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THE BLUE RIBAND PONY OF THE YEAR - Only ponies owned and ridden by BSPS Members and registered with the BSPS are eligible to qualify. Registration numbers must be quoted on the entry forms. The first and second placed winners will qualify.

BSPS CHAMPIONSHIPS - The first and second prize winners only in each of classes H145 to H147 will qualify for the 2016 BSPS Championships.

THE BSPS CLASSIC SECURITY (UK) LTD - The highest placed pony in each class that has not qualified for the 2016 Horse of the Year Show, in classes H145 to H147 will qualify. If the highest placed pony has already qualified for the BSPS Challenge, the qualification will be awarded to the next eligible pony.

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS - The Champion will qualify for the www.handleyequestrian.co.uk Champion of Champions 07831 555566.

BSPS BLACK COUNTRY SADDLES RIDER OF THE YEAR - The best rider in each of the following classes will be awarded a Best Rider Card and qualify for the final at the BSPS Summer Championship Show.

MASON SILVER CUP (Perpetual) (115) donated by Mr A B Mason to the winner of the Open Show Pony Championship.

BRITISH SHOW PONY SOCIETY awards a rosette to the Show Pony Champion and a rosette to the Reserve Champion.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Mrs K Barker (nee Whiting), West Sussex (Performance)
       Mrs J Coltart, Scotland (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES: £42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
             (Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

A special prize of £8 will be awarded to the best novice pony, according to BSPS Rules, in each class (Riders eligible to wear RED armbands)

H145 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW KATHLEEN WOOD 128CM CHILDREN’S RIDING PONY - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, not exceeding 128cm. Riders not to have attained their 13th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

H146 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW KATHLEEN WOOD 138CM CHILDREN’S RIDING PONY - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 128cm but not exceeding 138cm. Riders not to have attained their 15th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

H147 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW KATHLEEN WOOD 148CM CHILDREN’S RIDING PONY - Mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 138cm but not exceeding 148cm. Riders not to have attained their 17th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

CHILDREN’S RIDING PONY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H145 to H147.
RIDDEN PART BRED PONY OF THE YEAR

REGULATIONS:
Animals must not exceed 148cm. A copy of the pony’s passport, showing its registration or over stamping with either the AHS, WPCS, DPS, BCPS or NFPB&CS, must be logged with Grandstand Media Ltd prior to entry in any qualifying round. All ponies must be shown plaited, and all riders should wear formal showing attire - for the purposes of uniformity, Tweed would be deemed inappropriate. Riders and Owners must be members of either NPS, P(UK), TSR, BSPS, CHAPS, AHS, WPCS, DPS, BCPS or NFPB&CS. Riders can be of any age with the exception of those riding stallions who must have attained their 14th birthday before 1st January in the current year. Qualification will not pass below 5th Place.

Marks will be awarded in the following way: Performance - 50 Marks Maximum, Conformation, Movement and Quality - 50 Marks Maximum. In the case of equality, the horse with the highest performance Mark will be deemed the winner. If there still be equality at this point, then the judges’ decision will be final.

QUALIFIER and AWARDS:
HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW - 5th - 9th October 2016 N.E.C Birmingham. The first prize winner will qualify to compete at the final. If already qualified the second will qualify, if the first and second are already qualified then the third will go forward and so forth to fifth place. Qualifications will be verified by the Horse of the Year Show office.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE:
Mrs C Dew, Bedfordshire (Performance)
Mrs D Christie, Leicestershire (Conformation)

ENTRY FEES:
£42 each; NFASS Members £37 each
(Entry Fee includes a £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)

PRIZE MONEY:
1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

H148 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW RIDDEN PART BRED PONY OF THE YEAR - Open to stallions, mares or geldings four years old and over, registered within either the part bred or anglo arab section of the Arab Horse Society with 12.5% blood the part bred section of the Welsh Pony & Cob Stud Books or Dartmoor Pony Society Stud Book with a minimum 12.5% Welsh or Dartmoor Blood and/or the British Connemara Stud book or New Forest pony Stud Book with a minimum of 25% Connemara of New Forest Blood. This class will be run under the general rules as set out in the Horse of the Year Show rule book.
**HACKNEY**

**REGULATIONS:**
The Hackney classes are held under the Rules and Regulations of the Hackney Horse Society and all exhibitors must be members of the Hackney Horse Society. All horses/ponies must be registered in the studbook of the UK Hackney Horse Society or of a recognised Hackney Society Abroad, and all exhibitors, drivers and grooms must be members of the Hackney Horse Society.

All animals must be driven in single harness to an appropriate show wagon, and will be judged for their quality, conformation, action and manners.

Minimum age of drivers will be 14 years at the date of the Show.

Horses or Ponies eligible for a Novice Class can only be shown for three seasons (Non-consecutive).

*Will exhibitors please ensure the following information is given on the entry form:*
(a) Name of pony/horse (b) description of vehicle (c) name of driver

**QUALIFIER and SPECIAL ROSETTES:**

**HORSE & PONY OF THE YEAR CHAMPIONSHIPS** - The first and second prize winners in the Open Hackney classes will qualify to compete at the Horse & Pony of the Year Houghton Hall in October. If one or both of these has already qualified, the third prize winner will qualify.

**THE HACKNEY HORSE SOCIETY** awards:
A Championship Rosette to the Hackney Champion and a Reserve Championship rosette to the runner up. Special novice rosettes to the highest placed novice in both classes H150 and H151.

**THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY** will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

**JUDGE:**
Mr G Henson, Lancashire

**ENTRY FEES:**
£26 each; NFASS Members £23 each

**PRIZE MONEY:**
1st £27.00, 2nd £20.00, 3rd £17.00, 4th £14.00, 5th £14.00, 6th £12.00

**H149** **NOVICE HACKNEY HORSE/PONY** - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over. Any height. Horse or Ponies eligible for a Novice Class can only be shown for three seasons (non-consecutive).

**H150** **OPEN HACKNEY PONY** - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over, not exceeding 143cm.

**H151** **OPEN HACKNEY HORSE** - Stallion, mare or gelding, four years old or over, exceeding 143cm.

**HACKNEY CHAMPIONSHIP** - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes H149 to H151.

The Hackney Champion will qualify to go forward to the Supreme Harness Championship on Thursday 28th July.
COACHING, MULTIPLE, MARATHON
AND HORN BLOWING COMPETITION

REGULATIONS:
Coach Class - for Teams to be driven to a Private, Road or Regimental Coach.

Multiple Class - for Four-in Hand or more, Pick-Axes and Unicorns driven to a Traditional Carriage.

Collection and preliminary judging in the Hoburne Ring at approximately 11.30hrs followed by a road marathon of approximately three to six miles.

Horn Blowing competition to be judged during class and on marathon.

Will exhibitors please ensure the following information is given on the entry form:
(a) Description of team; (b) Description of vehicle and (c) Name of the driver

STABLING ON SITE will be available for competitors in these classes. A booking fee of £38 will be charged per stable reserved, which will be refunded after the show to all exhibitors with horses forward. An exhibitor may only book stabling for the number of horses entered; stables will not be allocated for the storage of harness, feed etc. In their own interests, exhibitors should store all equipment securely in their travelling vehicles.

TROPHIES:
THE OPEN COACHING CUP (Perpetual) (109) donated by Mr F Perkins to the winner of class H152.

THE BIANCA SERJEANT CHALLENGE CUP (Perpetual) (110) donated by the New Forest Agricultural Show Society in memory of Bianca Serjeant to the winner of class H153.

THE OSTLERS MUG presented by Richard James for the winner of the Horn Blowing competition H154.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

JUDGE: Mrs C Dale-Leech MBE, Derbyshire

NO ENTRY FEE

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £100.00, 2nd £60.00, 3rd £45.00, 4th £30.00, 5th £25.00 (payable in both sections)

A travelling grant will be made to all exhibitors forward in these classes.

The winning Coach and the winning Multiple Turnout will qualify to go forward to The Supreme Harness Championship.

H152 COACHES
H153 MULTIPLE TURNOUTS
H154 HORN BLOWING COMPETITION
THE SUPREME HARNESS CHAMPIONSHIP

TO BE JUDGED BY A PANEL OF JUDGES.
The Hackney, Private Driving and Light Trade Champions, the Champion Heavy Horse Turnout and the winning entries from the Coaching and Multiple classes and the best Shetland in Harness also the winner of the Donkey Driving and Concours D’Elegance will qualify to take part in THE SUPREME HARNESS CHAMPIONSHIP to be judged in the Hoburne East Ring at approximately 14.00hrs on Thursday 28th July.

TROPHY:
THE JUNE HAYTER TROPHY (Perpetual) (149) presented by Mr T Hayter for the winner of the Supreme Harness Championship.

ENTRY BY QUALIFICATION

PRIZE MONEY: Champion £250; Reserve Champion £125

Overnight stabling will be provided free of charge for the qualifying Animals from Tuesday 26th and Wednesday 27th July. Animals may be taken away from the Showground and returned on Thursday 28th July.
DONKEY CLASSES

TUESDAY 26TH JULY

JUDGE: Mrs P Ebrahim, Lincolnshire

REGULATIONS:
THE NEW FOREST & HAMPSHIRE COUNTY SHOW is a DONKEY BREED SOCIETY SHOW QUALIFIER and is affiliated to the Donkey Breed Society and these classes will be judged under their rules.

Entries are not restricted to members of the Donkey Breed Society, but DBS special rosettes may only be awarded to DBS members.

The Donkey Breed Society recommends animals attending the show should be inoculated against equine influenza.

Stallions and entire colts must be properly dressed in bridle and bit with the leading rein correctly attached to the bit. No person under the age of 18 may handle an entire donkey (foals excepted). No entire male donkey is allowed to compete in any children’s classes.

QUALIFIER, TROPHIES and SPECIAL ROSETTES: THE IN HAND DONKEY CHAMPION DONKEY at this show, providing it is owned by a fully paid up member of the Donkey Breed Society, automatically:

(i) Qualifies for the relevant Championship at the DBS Supreme Championship Show to be held 20th & 21st August 2016 at Derby College Equestrian Centre. A donkey may win more than one Championship at Shows but will qualify only once for the DBS Supreme Championship Show. Where the In Hand Champion Donkey has previously qualified, the Reserve In Hand Champion Donkey will be deemed the Qualifier.

(ii) Achieves one of the four required qualifiers to become a DBS In Hand Champion Donkey.

(iii) Qualifies for the Summerhays Brood Mare Award Scheme.

THE THOMPSON-ROYDS CHALLENGE TROPHY (Perpetual) (57) to the best two year old filly in class D5.

THE LEITA WILSON CHALLENGE TROPHY (Perpetual) (58) to the winner of class D6.

THE DONKEY CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY (Perpetual) (56) presented by the New Forest Agricultural Show Society to the winner of the Donkey Championship.

DONKEY BREED SOCIETY Certificates will be awarded to all Champion Donkeys at the DBS AGM held in November each year, and special rosettes will be awarded by the DBS at the Annual Championship Show to the qualifying donkeys in attendance.

THE DONKEY BREED SOCIETY offers the following special rosettes to the highest placed exhibit owned by a member of the DBS:
The best veteran (20 years or over) in class D1
The best gelding in classes D2, D5 and D6
The best foal in class D3
The best two years old in class D5
The best yearling in class (only if amalgamated with D5)
The best young handler in class D8
The best young rider in class D9
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY offers
NEW FOREST GRAZED DONKEYS - A special rosette will be awarded to the best donkey entered as “being grazed on the Forest” in class D1. (Eligible handlers eligible to wear GREEN armbands).

Rosettes to all exhibitors in classes D8 and D9.

A rosette to the highest placed donkey handled by a child of ten years or under in class D8 (eligible children to wear RED armbands).

A rosette to the highest placed donkey ridden by a child of ten years or under in class D9 (eligible children to wear RED armbands).

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

ENTRY FEES: £12 each; NFASS Members £10 each
ENTRY FEE: (Foal classes D3) £6 each; NFASS Member £4 each
PRIZE MONEY: 1st £14; 2nd £12; 3rd £10; 4th £8 and 5th £8
Foals in class D3: 1st £8; 2nd £7 and 3rd £6
Champion: £15

DONKEYS IN HAND

D1 BEST CONDITIONED and TURNED OUT DONKEY - Any age, any sex. To be judged 75% condition and 25% turnout of the donkey. Conformation will not be taken into account.

D2 DONKEY STALLION or GELDING - Four years old or over

D3 DONKEY FOAL - Foals must be six weeks old or over on the day of the Show. There shall be no objections to a foal under six months of age being exhibited without its dam, providing the dam is present on the showground, but this rule shall not apply to an orphan or bottle-fed foal supported by an appropriate letter from the veterinary surgeon

D4 DONKEY MARE - Four years old or over and broodmare five years old and over with own foal at foot

D5 DONKEY FILLY, COLT or GELDING - Two or three years old

D6 DONKEY FILLY, COLT or GELDING - Yearling

DONKEY CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes D2 to D6.

D7 PET DONKEY - No restriction on the number of donkeys owned. To be judged entirely on the suitability of the donkey as a family pet and not as a handy donkey. Conformation shall not, in any circumstances, be taken into account

D8 YOUNG HANDLER - Filly, mare or gelding to be judged on the ability of the young handler and not on the conformation of the donkey. A young handler is one who has not attained his/her 16th birthday on the day of the show and the minimum age for a handler is three years old. To perform a short test as specified by the Judge

D9 RIDDEN DONKEY - ON or OFF THE LEADING REIN - Donkeys to be four years old or over and must have a correctly fitting bridle and saddle. All riders must wear an approved hat to conform to the current BSI standards and be three years old or over. As children of eight years and under may ride
without a leading rein, a child can compete on a leading rein the donkey should be led by a competent adult and the leading rein must be attached to the noseband.

The following weight/height restrictions shall apply:

Donkeys Riders
Up to 10.2hh (105cms) - not over 8 stone (50kgs) + 4'0” (120cms)
10.2-11.0hh (105-110cms) - not over 8 stone (50kgs) + 4'6” (135cms)
11.0-12.0hh (110-120cms) - not over 9 stone (57kgs) + 5'0”(150cms)
12.0-14.0hh (120-140cms) - not over 10 stone (63kgs) + 5'6” (165cms)
Over 14.0hh (140cms) - no restrictions

D10 DONKEY & MULE DRIVING - Open to Donkeys and Mules to be shown in traditional and non-traditional vehicles. To be judged on general cleanliness, safety of turnout, correct fitting of harness, vehicle suitability, way of going and behaviour of animals. All entrants must be accompanied by a competent groom.

In the event of sufficient entries, the class will be split between donkeys and mules.

The winner of this class will go forward to the Supreme Harness Driving Championship, which will take place on Thursday 28th July at 17.00hrs in the Hoburne East Ring.
HEAVY HORSES

HEAVY HORSE STABLING: A booking fee of £38 will be charged per stable reserved, which will be refunded after the Show to all exhibitors with horses forward. An Exhibitor may only book stabling for the number of horses entered; stables will NOT be allocated for the storage of harness, feed etc. In their own interests, exhibitors should store all equipment securely in their travelling vehicles.

JUDGE:

REGULATIONS:
All Exhibitors entering, competing or exhibiting an animal in a class covered by a Breed Society, shall be deemed to have consented to the jurisdiction of the relevant Breed Society and subject to its constitution and rules.

QUALIFIERS, TROPHIES and SPECIAL ROSETTES:
THE WEST of ENGLAND HEAVY HORSE CHAMPIONSHIP 2016 are generously sponsored by Wadworth Brewery, this is a qualifier for the In Hand and Show Harness Heavy Horse Championship on Sunday 25th September 2016.

THE JOHN ROWSELL TROPHY (Perpetual) (40) donated by Mr J Rowsell to the overall winner of the Pairs Turnout classes V3 and V4.

THE BROWNLOW SILVER TROPHY (Perpetual) (41) donated by Lieut Col J D C Brownlow to the winner of the Teams Turnout class V2.

THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY CHALLENGE CUP (1936) (42) to the best Heavy Horse gelding in class V6.

THE DE MOWBRAY CUP (Perpetual) (43) to the best Heavy Horse Barren Mare in class V7.

THE HARNESS TROPHY (Perpetual) (254) donated by Mr & Mrs T Close to the winner in class V11.

THE COLE CUP (Perpetual) (45) donated by B Cole & Sons to the Champion Turnout.

THE HEATHFIELD CARAVAN PARK CUP (Perpetual) (44) to the winner of the Heavy Horse In Hand Championship.

THE JOHN PERKINS SILVER TROPHY (Perpetual) (46) donated by Mr J Perkins to the overall winner of the Singles Turnout classes V12 and V13.

THE IN HAND HEAVY HORSE CHAMPION CUP (Perpetual) (47) awarded to the Champion.

THE SHIRE HORSE SOCIETY offers a silver plated spoon and rosette for the best filly or mare providing the owner is, a Member of the Shire Horse Society. No animal may win more than one spoon during any one year. The winning animal must be registered or eligible for registration in the Stud Book or Grade B Register.

THE BRITISH PERCHERON HORSE SOCIETY offers a special award rosette to the best registered Percheron Horse.

THE CLYDESDALE HORSE SOCIETY a shield (which will be engraved by the Clydesdale Horse Society) will be presented to the best yearling or two year old colt or filly, registered or eligible for registration with the Society, not having won a shield before in its lifetime. The exhibitor must be a current member of the Clydesdale Horse Society.

THE SUFFOLK HORSE SOCIETY offers a rosette to the best registered Suffolk Horse.
THE NEW FOREST AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY will award a rosette to the best local exhibitor in each class. Eligible exhibitors to wear a WHITE armband.

CLASS V1

ENTRY FEE: £42 each; NFASS members £37 each
(Entry fee includes £12.00 Horse of the Year Show contribution)
PRIZE MONEY: 1st £42.00, 2nd £32.00, 3rd £27.00, 4th £22.00, 5th £17.00

CLASS(ES) V2 - V13

ENTRY FEES: £14 each; NFASS Members £10 each
ENTRY FEE: (Foal classes V10) £6 each; NFASS Members £4 each
PRIZE MONEY: 1st £35; 2nd £25; 3rd £20; 4th £15; 5th £10 and 6th £10
Foal class V10 only: 1st £15; 2nd £10 and 3rd £5
A travelling grant of £30 per horse will be made to all exhibitors forward.

A Special prize of £20 will be awarded to the highest placed non-Shire in each class with the exception of V10 and the Championship. A special prize of £10 will be awarded to the best carter of each class V2, V3, V4, V5, V12 & V13.

TUESDAY 26TH JULY

V1 HORSE OF THE YEAR SHOW RIDDEN HEAVY HORSE - Open to purebred mares, geldings and stallions, 4 years old or over, that are registered in the main British Stud Books of the Shire, Clydesdale, Suffolk or Percheron Horse Societies, to be ridden. Partbreds are not eligible to compete. All riders and owners must be Members of either the Shire Horse Society, The Clydesdale Horse Society, The Suffolk Horse Society or British Percheron Horse Society. (For Clydesdales horses, they are to hold a Clydesdale Horse Society passport with full pedigree details, stallions and mares are to appear in the main section of the Clydesdale Horse Stud book and geldings are to have appeared as produce of their dam.)

V2 HEAVY HORSE TURNOUT TEAMS

WEDNESDAY 27TH JULY

V3 HEAVY HORSE PAIRS AGRICULTURAL TURNOUT - Any two or four wheeled vehicle without springs and without a high seat.

V4 HEAVY HORSE PAIRS TRADE TURNOUT

V5 HEAVY HORSE LADIES CART
THURSDAY 28TH JULY

V6  HEAVY HORSE GELDING - Three years old or over

V7  HEAVY HORSE BARREN MARE - Three years old or over

V8  HEAVY HORSE FILLY, COLT or GELDING - Yearling or two year olds

V9  HEAVY HORSE BROOD MARE - With own foal at foot

V10 HEAVY HORSE FOAL - At least three weeks old on the day of the show. Exhibited with mare in class V9, but judged separately

HEAVY HORSE IN-HAND CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the first and second prize winners in classes V6 - V10

V11 HEAVY HORSE IN HARNESS - Best turned out

V12 HEAVY HORSE SINGLES AGRICULTURAL TURNOUT - Any two or four-wheeled vehicle without springs and without a high seat

V13 HEAVY HORSE SINGLES TRADE TURNOUT

HEAVY HORSE TURNOUT CHAMPIONSHIP - To be judged from the winning Turnouts in classes V2,V3,V4,V5,V12 and V13.

Champion goes forward to the Supreme Harness Championship on Thursday 28th July 2016.
SHOW JUMPING

TOTAL PRIZE MONEY OF £21,195

There will be a prize awarded of £1,000 to the leading Lady and a £1,000 to the leading Gentleman who have accumulated the highest amount of points (1st 10; 2nd 8; 3rd 6; 4th 4; 5th 2). The rider must have competed on all three days of the Show and the points can be accumulated riding different horses.

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY 13TH JUNE 2016

Please return the completed entry form to the Entries Secretary, NFASS, The Showground, New Park, Brockenhurst, Hampshire, SO42 7QH

Exhibitors wishing to take advantage of the reduced entry fees available to Members of the New Forest Agricultural Show Society must fill in a Membership Application Form.

RULES FOR SHOW JUMPING CLASSES:

1. The show jumping classes will be held according to the rules and regulations of British Showjumping.

2. Entries are restricted to horses registered with the British Showjumping and ridden by members of British Showjumping.

3. Owner’s and rider’s British Showjumping membership numbers and horse’s registration numbers must be shown on the entry form. Failure to give these details will result in entries being returned.

4. Entry fees must be paid at the time of entry.

5. Competitors must declare their intention of starting to the declarations Steward in the West collecting ring, at least one hour before the advertised time of the class; and notify the Declarations Steward of the name, British Showjumping registration number and owner’s name of any horse they are to ride. Declarations will not be accepted over the phone, fax or mobile phone but to be made in person by owner, rider or representative and it is the responsibility of the competitor to make sure declarations are made to the declaration Steward.

6. The order of jumping, as drawn by ballot, must be adhered to.

7. Competitors making more than a certain number of faults in any class may be asked to retire, in accordance with British Showjumping Rule 203.3

8. To ensure consistency, competitors must be using the correct tack as listed in the FEI Rule Book. FEI anti doping regulations will apply.

JUDGES: Mrs J Banks, Hampshire
Mrs J Gillespie, Middlesex
Mr D James, Hampshire
Mr P Walker, Hertfordshire

COURSE DESIGNER: Mr P Ashworth

ASSISTANT COURSE DESIGNER Lisa Kelly
TUESDAY 26TH JULY 2016

J1  THE NEW FOREST & HAMPSHIRE COUNTY SHOW SENIOR FOXHUNTER
FIRST ROUND - Drawn Order

Rule 310, Table A7, Speed 350 metres per minute. Start height 1.20m

ENTRY QUALIFICATION:

To be ridden by adult, associate or junior members

For Horses in Grade C that have not won a total of 700 points. Four Double Clears will qualify - in accordance with Rule 310.6.

For all horses born on or after 1st January 2010, Irrespective of Points. Horses will only be eligible for double clear qualification to Second Rounds if they reach the age of seven years or under in the same calendar year as the Foxhunter Final - in accordance with Rule 310.6.

Qualified horses are eligible to be entered and to compete in any four of the Second Rounds.

ENTRY FEE: £40 each; NFASS Members £35 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £350; 2nd £200; 3rd £175; 4th £150; 5th £125; 6th £100; 7th £75; 8th £35

J2  NATIONAL 1.30M OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER - Drawn Order

MONTEREY CUP (Perpetual) (192) awarded to the winner of the J2

Rule 306. Table A7. Speed 375mpm. Start Height 1.30m.

Open to registered Horses ridden by Adult, Associate or Junior members.

Two Double Clears to qualify for the British Showjumping National Championships.

ENTRY FEE: £40 each; NFASS Members £35 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £350; 2nd £200; 3rd £175; 4th £150; 5th £125; 6th £100; 7th £75 and 8th £35

J3  THE KNIGHTWOOD CHALLENGE

Registered New Forest Ponies get the chance to take part in a Pair Relay with British Show Jumpers.

The first round will be jumped against New Forest Ponies and the top ten will go forward to jump against the professionals.

HEIGHT OF FENCES: Maximum height of fences 3”0’ft

HOW TO ENTER: Entry numbers are limited to a maximum of 25, please complete an entry form and return to the Show Office by the closing date. Once you have received confirmation from the office your entry has been accepted.

ENTRY FEE: £10.00

PRIZE MONEY: 1st £100; 2nd £50; 3rd £30; 4th £25; 5th £20; 6th £10; 7th £10; 8th £5; 9th £5
NEW FOREST & HAMPSHIRE COUNTY SHOW NATIONAL 1.40M OPEN - Drawn Order

Rule 301. Table A7. Speed 375mpm, Start Height 1.40m

Open to Registerd Horses ridden by Adult, Associate or Junior Members.

Two Double Clears to qualify for the British ShowJumping National Championships.

ENTRY FEE: £40 each; NFASS Members £35 each


INTERNATIONAL TRIAL - Drawn Order

Rule 291. Table A9. Speed 400m per minute. Start Height 1.55m.

For registered horses in Grades A & B to be ridden by adult, associate or Junior members.

Numbers to qualify: Points will be awarded to riders placed 6th= or higher in International Trials on the following scale; riders placed equal will share equally the total points attributable to the combined placings (for example, four riders placed 4th equal receive:

\[
16 + 8 + 4 + 0 \div 4 = 7.0 \text{ points each}. \]

Points are awarded to each rider as the result of his/her best six results on points in ITs held during the qualifying period. Visiting Members are eligible to compete in IT competitions, but will not be awarded points Saddlery/tack are to conform to FEI rules and regulations & FEI Anti Doping Rules will apply.

Table A9

Speed 400m per minute.

Rule no. 292.

Rule 290.14 - Pre-Entry Drawn Order

Pre-entries may possibly be accepted before 9.00am providing that the number of entries are less than 60 (with the exception of County shows). Once entries reach 60 before 9.00am the class will be closed. Any entries taken on the day must compete first in the drawn order.

ENTRY FEE: £50 each; NFASS Members £40 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st: £2,000, 2nd: £1,500, 3rd: £1,000, 4th: £500, 5th: £300, 6th: £250, 7th: £250, 8th: £200,
NEW FOREST & HAMPSHIRE COUNTY SHOW SIX BAR - Drawn Order

Rule 279. Table A. Speed 0m pm. Start Height 1.45m.

For registered horses ridden by adult, associate or junior members. Judged under Table A not against the clock with a time limit of two minutes. In the event of equality of faults for first place there will be up to four successive Jump-offs not against the clock.

ENTRY FEE: £40 each; NFASS Members £35 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st: £550, 2nd: £400, 3rd: £300, 4th: £250, 5th: £150, 6th: £100,

INTERNATIONAL STAIRWAY - Drawn Order

Table A9. Speed 400mpm. Start Height 1.50m.

Horses in Grades A to be ridden by Adult, Associate or Junior Members.

Points will be awarded to riders placed 8th= or higher on the following scale; riders placed equal will share equally the total points attributable to the combined placings (for example, four riders placed 4th equal receive 7+6+5+4 divided by 4 = 5.5 points each)

1st: 12 points, 2nd: 9 points, 3rd: 8 points, 4th: 7 points, 5th: 6 points, 6th: 5 points, 7th: 4 points, 8th: 3 points

In the event of equality of League Points at the end of the series, the highest placed competitor on equal points in the International Stairway League Final will be the winner of the League. The winner of the International Stairway League must be a starter in the International Stairway League Final. In addition the winner of the International Stairway League Final will be crowned the British Showjumping National Champion for a twelve month period.

There will be 3 HOYS Wildcards allocated after the International Stairway League Final. The allocation of Wild Cards (N.B Wild Cards will only be awarded to riders currently eligible to compete on a Great Britain Showjumping Team) will be made in the following order of preference :-

1. To the winner of the International Stairway League (must have started in the Stairway League Final)

2. To the winner of the International Stairway League Final

3. To the winner of the National Championship Show League

Should the winner of any of the above not be eligible to compete on a Great Britain Showjumping Team or have already qualified for HOYS via an International invitation, the Wildcard will go down the line to the next eligible rider on the respective league, or placing if in the International Stairway League Final.

Table: A9, Speed: 400m per minute, Rule: 291.

Rule 290.14 - Pre-Entry Drawn Order

Pre-entries may possibly be accepted before 9.00am providing that the number of entries are less than 60 (with the exception of County shows). Once entries reach 60 before 9.00am the class will be closed. Any entries taken on the day must compete first in the drawn order.

ENTRY FEE: £85 each

PRIZE MONEY: 1st: £2,500, 2nd: £1,750, 3rd: £1,250, 4th: £950, 5th: £500, 6th: £300, 7th: £150, 8th: £100,
RULES AND REGULATIONS
APPLICABLE TO THE HORSE, PONY
AND DONKEY CLASSES

1. No Horse or Pony (other than Foals accompanying their dams) not having been entered for exhibition in the Show will be allowed on to the Showground. Proof of entry may be required by showing the appropriate number of exhibits.

2. All animals must remain within the horse lines designated and must not be exercised throughout the Showground at any time. Access to the Rings, via the official horse walks, will only be allowed for judging and parading.

3. The term “Nomination” cannot be accepted in any class.

4. “In-Hand” means with bridle or halter. Mountain and Moorland ponies must be shown as decreed by their respective Breed Societies.

5. Brood Mares and Foals. In cases where the Foal has died, or is prevented from competing owing to illness or accident, the Brood Mare will be eligible to compete in her appropriate class provided a certificate signed by a qualified Veterinary Surgeon is produced at the time of judging. This does not apply to the Hunter Brood Mare class.

6. All Stallions and Colts two years old or over in Mountain and Moorland classes must be in possession of a current Ministry of Agriculture, National Pony Society or appropriate Breed Society Stallion Dispensation/License, unless your specific breed society differs.

7. Animals that behave in an uncontrolled or hazardous manner in the opinion of a Judge or Society Official will be required to leave the Ring.

8. All exhibitors must comply with any movement license or transport legislation at the time of the Show.

9. Competitors must wear the correct number for each entry or they may be disqualified by default and/or forfeit any prize money due.

10. Protective Headgear: All riders of horses, donkeys or ponies on the Showground or exercise areas must wear head protection (hard hat) that conforms to the following standard for head protection for equestrian activities PAS 015 (1998 or 2011) with BSI Kitemark, VG1 01.040 (2014-12) with BSI Kitemark, ASTM F1163 (2004a or 04a onwards) with SEI mark, SNELL E2001 with Official SNELL label and number, AS/NZS 3838 (2006 onwards) with SAI Global mark. Helmets must be worn with the chin straps correctly and securely fastened at all times whilst mounted. This applies to all ridden competitions, demonstrations and whilst exercising. Failure to do so could result in eviction from the site. Groom’s Dress Code: Grooms/attendants appearing with animals in the judging rings must be of smart appearance and in proper dress code; hats are to be worn in the rings.

11. Exhibitors must be ready to enter the Ring half an hour before the time of judging. This is most essential as classes will not be held up.

12. Exhibitors who are likely to have Horses or Ponies in more than one Ring at the same time should provide additional riders and/or handlers.

13. In the Ridden classes with a ride judge, whilst every effort will be made it may not be possible for the Judge to ride every Horse or Pony in that class.

14. The Organisers of this Show have taken reasonable precautions to ensure the health and safety of everyone present. For these measures to be effective, everyone must take all reasonable precautions.
to avoid and prevent accidents occurring and must obey the instructions of the organisers and all the Officials and Stewards.

15. In the event of changes being made after the schedules have been printed (i.e. timing of classes or judge) every effort will be made to contact exhibitors. However it is the exhibitor’s responsibility to ensure they know the correct time to arrive for competing.

16. NO SULKIES, TROTTLING or RACING vehicles may be brought into New Park. The Society reserves the right to impound these vehicles to prevent their use anywhere within the boundaries of New Park.

17. The Society reserves the right to prevent access to or evict from New Park any Exhibitor, (irrespective of the fact they may have entered Horses or Ponies in any class). Under these circumstances any entry fees or other fees would be refunded.

18. The Show Society reserves the right to limit entries to cover all classes.

19. Members receive the privileges set out on the application form. In order to be entitled to make entries at reduced fees an Exhibitor must pay the relevant fee at the time of entry.

20. Entries can be made on-line, or by downloading an entry form from the website or on a form obtained from the Show Office. No entry will be excepted unless the correct fees are paid at the time of entry and before the closing date. All questions contained on entry forms must be answered in full and where appropriate, signed by their exhibitor or agent (any over payments will be deemed to be a donation to the Society).

21. Any Exhibitor or other person deceiving or attempting to deceive the Society by entering Animals in the wrong classes, ownership or name, contrary to these Rules and Regulations will forfeit the whole of the entrance fees, and also any prize or prizes won by him/her at the Show. The responsibility for the correctness of all entries rests with the Owner or his/her Agent.

22. The Society reserves the right at any time to reject or cancel the entry or entries made by any person if they shall deem it fit to do so and the right to cancel any class or classes, refunding any fees paid in respect thereof. The Society reserves the right to cancel any Breed Section with three or less Exhibitors and to amalgamate or cancel classes in which there are less than three entries. In the event of any class or classes being cancelled the entry fees will be refunded accordingly.

23. Numbers for each exhibit will be supplied by the Secretary and must be properly attached to each exhibit.

24. Exhibitors will be held responsible for the behaviour of their Handlers and Animals and for the consequences of any misconduct of such Handler or Animals. Any fine imposed upon an Exhibitor, or any person employed by him/her, for infringing the regulations or disobedience to the orders of the Stewards, shall be recoverable from the Exhibitor as a debt due to the Society and until such payment, shall debar such Exhibitor from exhibiting at any other future Show of the Society.

25. No Dogs admitted to the Showground, unless on a lead and must be controlled all times.

26. The Society’s Veterinary Surgeon may be called to verify the height of any animal and his/her decision shall be final.

27. A Local Rosette will be awarded to the Best Local Exhibit in the respective classification entered by Exhibitors whose farm or homestead is within a radius of 25 miles of New Park, including all of the Isle of Wight. Please see map in the back of the schedule. Exhibitors should make sure that their farms come within the area stated and that they are eligible for Local awards. The responsibility for the correctness of the entry rests with the Exhibitor. Exhibitors eligible for Local Awards to wear a white armband provided by themselves.
Although every care will be taken to ensure accuracy, The Society will not be responsible for any error which may appear in the catalogue or any entry made in the wrong class.

The Society reserves the right to refuse admission to the Showground or to evict any Exhibitor from the Showground.

All areas of the Showground and car park fall under the road traffic act and therefore all drivers of vehicles must obey the highway code and follow any signage display or the instructions of Officials.

Refunds (Entry Fees): Entries not forward for any reason other than illness or injury will forfeit all entry fees. Entry fees will only be refunded if the “Full Exhibitors Pack” containing all tickets, vehicle pass(es) etc. and a vet's certificate are received in the Livestock & Entries Office before Thursday 4th August 2016. Stable fees will not be refunded unless cancelled by the below date.

British Showjumping Refunds: The Show is required to repay 50% of the entry fees in respect of all entry cancellations which are received by the Show Secretary not later than 48 hours before noon of the day on which the first affiliated competition of the Show is scheduled to start.

Refunds (Stabling): Refunds for stabling can only be made if stables are cancelled (in writing or email) before Monday 4th July 2016, to enable the office to re-sell the stable.

PROTESTS

Any Exhibitor wishing to make a protest, having reference to any Stock exhibited at this Show must make the same in writing to the Show Secretary and deposit with him the sum of £100 which may, at the discretion of the Board, be forfeited to the funds of the Society if the protest shall appear frivolous and unreasonable. Protests must be delivered to the Show Secretary before 16.00hrs on the day of the Show concerned or within half an hour of the class being judged. After that hour no protest will be received unless a special and satisfactory reason can be given for the delay. A Quorum of three, consisting of the horse chairman, Show Secretary and a Member of the Society’s Board of Directors, will consider any such protest and their decision, which will be given leave if possible before the close of the Show, shall be final.

AWARD AND ENGRAVING OF CUPS AND TROPHIES:

Cups will be on display on Show day at the Cup Tent. Challenge Cups and Trophies will be available for collection by the winners from the Cup Tent at the conclusion of each Competition. The Society will not be responsible for sending Trophies after the Show and Trophies not accepted will be retained by the Show Committee. Trophies will be recalled by the Society’s Silversmiths in May for the following year for engraving to be ready for the next Show.

INDEMNITY

All exhibitors in the Livestock and Show Jumping classes will be required to sign the following indemnity; which is incorporated into the entry form: “I hereby certify that at the time of making this entry I have read the Rules and Regulations of the Society, and that I make this entry subject thereto and at my own risk. I further agree that if any damage shall be occasioned or loss occur by fire or otherwise to the Animals exhibited or any vehicle or other article that I may send with such Animals, that I will make no claim therefore and I further agree to fully and effectually indemnify the Society from or against any claim or action in respect of each Animal and if the Animal or any of the Animals which I may exhibit are suffering from any contagious or infectious disease; and I further agree to hold the Society harmless for any claim or demand of whatsoever kind of nature that may be occasioned by the negligence of the persons in charge of such Animal or Animals, and to repay the Society on demand all damage it may sustain by reason of any claim or demand occasioned as aforesaid”.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE TIMES - PLEASE NOTE

No exhibitor will be permitted access to the showground or the horse lines prior to 14.00hrs on Monday, 25th July. The showground must be vacated by 12.00hrs on Friday, 29th July.
PRIZE MONEY
36. All prize money can be collected in cash from the ICE Bank located by the Show Office, location shown on exhibitors map. Stewards will issue winning exhibitors a prize money card which can be redeemed on the day (or sent in after the show for payment by cheque). Please see conditions on the reverse of the prize money card.

TICKETS AND PASSES
37. A reasonable allocation of admission tickets and vehicle passes, relating to the type and number of animals entered, will be sent to all Exhibitors. This allocation is only intended to relate to those preparing, handling or riding animals. Admission tickets for additional guests may be purchased prior to the Show at the reduced rate of £17.00 for adults, £16.15 for senior citizens and £5.95 for children. Any additional passengers will be charged on arrival at the Showground. Exhibitors are asked to take advantage of the reduced rate ticket facility to avoid delay on arrival. ALL additional passengers / guests MUST purchase admission tickets, irrespective of the time of arrival at the Showground, i.e. from 14.00hrs on the Monday prior to the Show.
SHOW DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

When applying for schedules, please enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

1st June – 4th June
THE ROYAL BATH & WEST SHOW
Royal Bath & West Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset, BA4 6QN
Tel: 01749 822209
www.bathandwest.co.uk sandra.powell@bathandwest.co.uk

4th August
HONITON AGRICULTURAL SHOW
Mrs Marcelle Connor, Bank House, 66a High Street, Honiton, Devon EX14 1PS
Tel: 01404 41794
www.honitonshow.co.uk info@honitonshow.co.uk

17th August
GILLINGHAM & SHAFTESBURY SHOW
Mr Sam Braddick, The Show Office, Station Road, Gillingham, Dorset SP8 4PY
Tel: 01747 823955
www.gillshaftshow.co.uk enquiries@gillshaftshow.co.uk

21st August
MID-SOMERSET SHOW
Europa Court, Crowne Trading Estate, Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 5QQ
Tel: 01749 347607
www.midsomersetshow.org.uk secretary@midsomersetshow.org.uk

25th August
THE MELPLASH SHOW
Lucy Hart, 23 South Street, Bridport, Dorset DT6 3NT
Tel: 01308 423337
www.melplashshow.co.uk office@melplashshow.co.uk

27th & 29th August
THE NEW FOREST PONY BREEDING & CATTLE SOCIETY
Annual Stallion and Breed Show www.newforestpony.com

3rd & 4th September
DORSET COUNTY SHOW
Agriculture House, Acland Road, Dorchester, Dorset, DT1 1EF
Tel: 01305 264249
www.dorchester-show.co.uk secretary@dorchester-show.co.uk

3rd September
ALRESFORD AGRICULTURAL SHOW
Show Secretary, POX 146, Alresford, Hampshire, SO24 4AJ
www.alresfordshow.co.uk secretary@alresfordshow.co.uk

10th September
THE FROME AGRICULTURAL & CHEESE SHOW
Mrs Brenda Scott, The Show Office, Rodden Road, Frome, Somerset, BA11 2AH
Tel: 01373 463600
www.fromecheeseshow.co.uk admin@fromecheeseshow.co.uk

10th September
ROMSEY SHOW
4 The Old Carthouses, Broadlands, Romsey, Hampshire, S051 9LQ
Tel: 01794 517521
www.romseyshow.co.uk info@romseyshow.co.uk

17th & 18th September
THE ROYAL COUNTY OF BERKSHIRE SHOW
Newbury Showground, Priors Court, Hermitage, Berkshire RG18 9QZ
Tel: 01635 247111
www.newburyshowground.co.uk office@newburyshowground.co.uk

For further show dates please see the ASAO website : www.asao.co.uk